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Abstract of Thesis

The British Army of the 1820's was not trained for counter...insurgency
duties to operate in small detached parties. Their role in the campaign
against the Aborigines was to aid the civil power, and tensions and
inefficiencies resulted when troops were directed and commanded by
civilians. The colonial garrison was commanded by an experienced
soldier and administrator, Ueutenant..Governor George Arthur.

He

exercised a dual civil/military function ensuring an resources were
inte{Jated through an administrative system centred on his police
districts.

By 1830, Arthur sought a solution to the Aboriginal problem

based on a dual strategy of conciliation in the tribal lands, and use of
military force, to expel the natives from the settled areas.

The Aborigines developed formidable skills as guerilla fighters, and
their tactics took advantage of their enemies' weapons limitations. With
loss of traditional hunting {founds, the Aborigines were forced to rely on
raiding settlers' huts for supplies.

This generated stronger countef"'

measures, such as martial law in 1828 and the Black Line in 1830, which
was the climax of the counter-insurgency campaign. This was a sweep
and cordon operation, combining troops, and civilians who were called
out under a levy en masse, under Army command.

The troops, now

under command of their own officers, were disciplined and efficient.

Opinions differ in contemporary and historical writings, concerning the

iii

Black: line, as to whether it was a 1iasco' or, in terms of Arthur's dual
strategy, a success. As he did not achieve his military aim to confine the
Aborigines in Tasman's Peninsula, the line was a failure, but due to
Walpole's contact, it was not a total failure, and as it was meticulously
planned and executed, the term 1iasco' is inappropriate.

As the line

directly assisted the conciliatory arm of the dual strategy, it contributed to
Arthur's long term goal.

Almost a mythology has developed over aspects of the line. Arthur
distorted fact in insisting that Walpole's contact, and the presence of
convicts with the Abaigines, led to the failure of his military objective.
Without recognising the temper of the times, and that the line was
Arthur's only remaining military option, the 'fiasco' school of writers has
unfairly branded the Black: line as a foolish enterprise. Historians'
statements of numbers deployed on the line vary considerably, a minor,
but pertinent example of how an error can develop by unaitical
acceptance of one primary source.

The counterwinsurgency campaign in the police districts and on the
Black Line, while being a minor footnote in the annals of the British Army,
is a significant but often misunderstood or forgotten phase of Tasmanian
history. It deserves more recognition by Tasmanian and Australian
military hista-ians.
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Introduction

During the 1820's, rapid pastoral expansion radiating outwards from
Hobart

Town

and

Launceston,

aggravated

relationship between whites and blacks.

an

already

unhappy

Tensions led to open warfare.

Much has been written about the plight of the Tasmanian Aborigines in
this period, but little about the history of the British Army and the counter·
insurgency campaign in Van Diemen's land, which is the subject of this
thesis.

The character, role, organization and command of the British Army in
Van Diemen 's land, and its relationship with the colonial inhabitants,
provide a backtround to its tasks during the counter..insurgency
campaign.

As the Aboriginal threat developed, oo too did the tempo of

operations, with the troops increasingly aiding the civil power.

Factors

such as dual civil/military command, co--operation in police districts with
magistrates, field police and roving patrols, also administrative matters
such as discipline and re-supply are considered. A similar examination
is made of their opponents.

Unfortunately. the Aboriginal concept of

operations, motivation to continue a desperate guerilla campaign, and
concerns such as safe areas and logistical problems, can only be
assessed from European primary source material.
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A soldier, His Excellency the LieutenantwGovernor, Colonel George
Arthur was responsible for the government's responses to the increasing
threat posed by the Aboriginal guerillas which included the declaration of
martial law in 1828 and the Black Line in 1830.

The Black Line was

Arthur's major military effort which he both planned and commanded.
Strong and conflicting views have been expressed about this operation,
and in assessing its results, both short term military aims and longer term
goals are examined through contemporary and historical writings.

This counter..insurgency campaign in the late 1820's and early 1830's
deserves study as it was a war of survival for both Aborigines and
colonists, and is a significant part of Tasmania's colonial history.

For

Australian military history, the Black line deserves due recognition as the
largest warlike operation on the continent prior to the defence of northern
Australia in 1942.
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CHAPTER 1

British infantry regiments. or their detachments. provided the internal..
security elements of the colonial garrison in Van Diemen's land. and are
the focus of this study. In the late 1820's a regiment of foot consisted of
one battalion only.1

Regiments involved with the history of Tasmania a.t

this time were:e

40th (or 2nd Somersetshire) Regiment ofF oot2 (1824 to 1829)3
57th (or the West Middlesex) Regiment of Foot (1825 to 1832)
63rd (or the West Suffolk) Regiment of Foot (1829 to 1833)
17th (or the Leicester-shire) Regiment of Foot (1830to 1836).
These were 1ine regiments' as opposed to Guards Regiments and the

P3. opposed to multi-battalion regimental organizations during the Napoleonic Wets,
and in subsequent periods. For e:l<Mlple~ Lieutenant-GovemorMhur, served in the 2nd
Battalion~ then 1st Battalion of 35th (Royal Sussex) Regiment of Foot.
2
.4lisl (){lite f..~~ ollh.e.4fm,l·~dRu,~~il~es m F~ R.e/F:e-4 MdHt#AI;,~
a.ithhde..-.:, 18..!-.ti.:(shorttitle: .4fm.l-'list 18..!-.tT), (War-Office~ 1827), pp.205. 231# 239
end 176 respectively~ for offiCial regimental titles. The 4oth end 63rd Regiments ere more
closelyinvotved in Tasmanian military history. Both had their headqoorters in the colony.
The 4oth being tnt regiment to do :so.
3
G. Odgers~ .4'm,t·~4~~ Bnllll$/mledH!JIQI)~ {Frenchs Forest~ 1988), p.17. For
dates~ in bmc:kets, that the regiment served in the AustmliM colonies, not specifically in
Van DiemenJ:s land.

4
Rifle Brigade. The organization of a line regiment is shown as Figure 1.4

From 1825, six to eight of a regiment"s companies were designated
'service companies· which accompanied it overeas, while the 'depot
companies' remained in Great Britain training recruits.

Additional

designations were applied to the service companies, with the Grenadier
and light Companies known as 'flank companies'& and the remainder as
'battalion eompanies'. Troops of the Light Company who were trained for
skirmishing, may have been preferred for patrolling and bush work.
Loeal inhabitants of Hobart Town were eertainly aware of the distinetions
between companies, with

Reverend Robert Knopwood noting the

departure of the 40th Regiment's light Company, and later, the arrival of
the 63rd Regiment's Grenadier Company.G

Only one contemporary

Figure 1 based on:

- .4nn;a-·l~ 18.t""i; op.t:il$ pa:ssim.
-N.leonardJ
pp.10and 13.

H'~,¢md·.4rm,J.; Recrellledht.'DiowPitdo§JBP/tsj

{london# 1994)J

-c. BameU~ IJJHahNJIIHer.4!m,J~ 15119-1!174 (london~ 1970)~ p.306.
-RegmumliKSlmdngt.'?rd.m.fJillteSea-'llnleenlltRe.{limlli'II,A.wtlt 18.t."..• fp.fJ!t
o!Jscwedj, (Sydney~ 1831), (short title: I i11tRe.{limenl StNJdn.gt.'?rdtN$ }, p.49. for
de~l: corour:sergent snd 'squad" orgsniztillon~ but not for drummer~ 'VIhich appointment
is presumed to make upadiscrepsncyof onesoldierbet'V!een thisandthecompsny
organization given in the ne>d: reference. I i11tRilgirtenf ..s7m-dngt.'"W~ by courtesy
of Ne~e House Museum; The Ne'VIari<:e~ leicester.
-H. H. Woolright~ Hst.QI)'·IJI!Ite ffl.i•'-Sf!l•'llnlltfH':es/A#ddesexjRe.{limenl olFut:(
I 755-1881. (london~ 1893), pp.224-225. BycourtesyNe.tional Army Museum~ london,
(N.A.M.).
- P. Stanley.l' .... ~OH! The sufferings of my men': The 8oth Regiment in Ne'VI South
Wales in 1838 ~ TlttlPusltFmm TlttlBusli., No.11# (November, 1981); pp.2-3,snd
useful regimental organization diagmm("'Regimental Socielycirca. 18381, p.4.
- Hu/Nd Towt(.'U.i.fl~ (short title: H. T.t.~). 51911829, p.2, one of several reports on
reductions to Jl..rmy establishments.
-Gmo ~ There are a.pp81rent discrep8neies bet'V!een H.T.c .• C. Biflmett snd
H.H.Woollright, regarding the dele snd degree to which battalion strengths 'VItre reduced
during the 1820"5, 'VIhich creates uncertelnties in figure 1.
6
The GrenadierCompe.ny'VIM usumlyme.de up of the battalion's taller end stronger
men (the original concept 'Wi88 that theythrewthe grenades). The light Company
personnel were betters hots and 'V!ere trained to skirmish ahead of the line.
6
R. Knopwood~ TlttllUt)··dllteRea·wmdRqi!IJI:fAnop~a·~()d/80.1-lll.!lft. M.
Nichoh(ed.},(Hobart, 1977), p.524for40thRegiment#s UghtCompanyand p.540for
63rd Regiment's band; and «pert of the Ganideer(sic] Company....
9
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reference has been noted in the colony to employment involving the
light Company and elements of the Grenadiers. 7

The pro\J'e&sion of a soldier through companies of a regiment is
illustrated by the career of John Clarke, who enlisted into the 17th
Regiment in Leicester, in July 1829. After eight weeks of d'ill at a depot
in Chatham, he was sent to Hobart Town as a "trained soldier" to join a

service company where his training would be broadened by experience.a
He was aged seventeen.9 The Army Johr' Clarke joined was made up
from two different strata of British society. The soldiers came from the
disadvantaged lower classes, described by the Duke of Wellington in

1831, as ''the very scum of the earth."10

Officers were <tawn from the

Archives Office of Tasmania(A.O.T.L R.d!Jiil•'tllo TheCMl/}lli/11181/HiheNatil•'llS in
111.!1/J;. Colonial Secretary"sOffice{C.S.O.}, 11324.. File 1578.P Vo1.9~ Section D., ~es
etc. of different Parties out on the line""; no pagelfolio number(short title: cso 11324 0}.
"'"field State ofaDetachment 63rdRegiment Serving in VanDiemen.Ps Land. Sorell To-wn.
26th November 1830"'1ists strengths on the Black line including Grenadiers { 1 Sergeant
and 35 Privates) and "Capt Mahon.Ps U Coy[light Company]»(2 Officers~ 6 N.C.O/s~ 2
Drummers~ 49 Priwl:es).
Mm.t: C.S.O. 11324 efso conteim Sections A~ B~ C~and E. These ere listed below
and theirshort title shown. None have page or folio numbers.
Section A". Proceedings of,. and letters written by The U. Govemor./"(:shori title:
C.S.O. 11324 A).
Section B: ~orDouglu;sRepotts,.""(shotttitle:C.S.O. 11324 B).
Section C: "Reports etc of The Commissatiat Officers,.""(short title: c.s.o. 11324 C).
Section E: Yscellaneous letters &Repol'ts/'(short title: C.S.O. 11324 E).
8
J. Clarice, "'"Adventures of a Leicestershire Veteran», in T.H. Guffie (compiler)~ RiJnJ:'
~~n.rtfile., T/ie(.,'"'ummm StJ/d"crat Pear:e~~n.rt H'Jtr 111"/.~:'t./911,. (london, 1964), p.174 .
.Also p.418 foramt:e"s brief biographical details. He served in the 11th Regiment from
1829 to 1852, being disch81l}ed u a Colour-Sergeant. Austmlian Joint Copying Project
(A.J.C.P.}, W«Office(W.O.} 12Reel3749. Piece 3434for Clmt:e's pay details on
enlistment.
g
.4/pMI!.elicttllisl m'PIJI$onrt.d I Rh{liJit:e.$/IJI$hi'e}RegimfH'( 18.!/IJ-IS.!I?inNI.fl•··
Somlt Hths~~n.rti'S?Oi.emm~ lm.r/(short title: I RhRel/lifl.enl, .4/pnabm'icallislt
seventeen page print-out~ supplied byNelwWke House Museum,. The Nelw'IW'ke#
leicester. third page. Clarke"s regimental number'9/.!l8 750. kJ there were two others of
the same name in the 17th Regiment,. he is :shown in this record u ~John Clarke (3t His
age on arrival in the colony is Hsted.
10 P. Henry~ 5th Ew1 of Stanhope~ N.ule.s afcml·~iD1'15' laifhlheOuke d H'~,gfm
18.!11-IIIS~ (fascimile 1888: NewVork~ 1973)~ p. 18.
7
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upperNmiddle class,11 where social status as a 'gentleman', patronage
and

money

were

prerequisites

for

promotion.

Officers

usually

'purchased' entry into the service and their subsequent promotiona.12
For line regiments in 1821, it cost 453 pounds to purchase a first
appointment as ensign, and 4500 pounds for a promotion from major to
lieutenant colonel.13

Where there was no vacancy on establishment in

his own regiment, an officer seeking promotion would transfer to another.
Major Joseph Logan, of the Rifle Brigade, who fought at Waterloo, bought
his rank of lieutenant colonel, as Commanding Officer of the 63rd
Regiment, effective from 17th December 1829.14

Logan finally joined his

new command when the Roflll Gea'ge reached Hobart Town on the

18th October 1830.16

The chasm between the privileged officers and the lowly soldiers was
filled by the backbone of the British Army
(N.C.O.'s).

w

the non commissioned officers

Feared and respected by their subordinates, Wellington

commented that British N.C.O.'s did all that the commiSSioned officers in
the line were expected, but failed to do.16

Their unique position was

noted in the 17th Regiment's Standing Orders which stated that a bad
example set by an N.C.O., "will have a more demoralizing effect than it

D.C. Dougla:s [gen.ed.l~ &tfJbhHslfJfii:IJIOocum.ents.,. I ?II.J-18S.t'! A. Aspinall
and E.A. Smith ( eds.)~ (london, 1971)~ p.853.
12 There were exemptions to 'purchase'~ in pwticular, because of casualties in the
Napoleonic Wsrs. Note: C.Bamett, ( op.d., p.238) points out that for the Royal Mlery
and Royal Engineer officers,underthe administr.al:ion of the Board of Ordnance, there
'W8.'5 no ~purchase'.
13 D.C.Douglas.. op.d.., p.863. limitations applied in the 1820's a:s to the minimum
age forf~rnt appointment and time in m.ri: before promotion.
14 .41m,td.isl, 18J~ p.239. Note: front pages of copy missing, but presumably similar
bibliography to .4Jm,lo·i~· !8.t"'ti;· and H. T.C.., 101711830, p.2. "to be lieut.Col. by
purchase:~~

15

16

H. T.t."., Supplement of 1811 011830, p. 1.
P. Henry, op.cil.., p.17.
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would from those of higher rank." 17

Private soldiers had no privileges or status.

Wellington wrote that

because of the unpopularity of the Army with the British public, recruits
were as hard to get in 1829, as they had been in periods of ~eat national
threat during the Napoleonic Wars.1s

This was due to the inadequate

pay, harsh conditions of service, and severe discipline imposed on
soldiers.19

For example, in the peacetime Army, until1847, the terms of

enlistment were "for life",20 with flogging a common form of punishment
In 1.71» Regiment Standing

a-~

Officers Commanding companies

could order this punishment for "trifling offences according to a scale". It
was the Drum Major's responsibility to provide the instruments of
punishment.21

In peacetime, soldiers serving outside Great Britain on

colonial service, were subject to a wanime disciplinary code, the Articles

or WIY .22

In Corporal William Keevers's Account Book (soldier's record

and payboolc), issued by the 17th Regiment, there is a list of twelve
offences under these Articles for which a guilty soldier could receive a
capital sentence.23 The conditions under which soldiers served were in
many ways worse than those of the convicts, who, with good behaviour
were

17
1a
19

encouraged

to

improve

their

situation,

and

ultimately

be

I ithRe{limenl S1MdJi1g(..1"dt'13,. up.cil.., p.33.
D.C.Douglas~op.d.,. p.868. Memorandum byWellington dated 221411829.
C. Barnett~ op.d., pp.278-282~ pro'videthesad picture of the post Napoleonic War

army.
AmgafafJI.,N.t·'lat.~

(london, 1914), p.159.
21
li1hRegimeniS1Mdfng(..1"dt'13,. op.d.,. pp.58-59.
22
A/onlllil« JI•N,t·'lBia~ op.d..,. pp. 13-14s partlcu1811y p. 14 (paragraphs 31 end 3 2).
23
Austmlim WarMemorml (AW.M.J~ P~ of(../11. ~+,· ..tt1'c1·~ I i111Re¢m:nt of
Fog( 3 DRL 6687. His regimental number was 840 (fisted as regimental number 804,
\\lith spelling of 'Kievers'in 17th Regimental Pdphabeticallist, 1Oth page). Keevers, a
Penimulaand Waterloo veteran, transferred as en experienced corporal to the 17th
Regiment on 1st January 18:31. For transfer details: D. Murphy, Suun:emtJ/eM/1itll
l.eit"'JSSerRegimiJ!J'JI,. A.W.M.1 MS 1169.
20
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pardoned.24 Because of arduous conditions, some soldiers deliberately

committed offences in the hope of escaping the Army by being
sentenced to transportation. This may have been the reason for a soldier
of the 57th, in transit to Hobart Town, striking his sergeant.

In

commenting on this case, the llobart TOWJ'I Couitr stated: "it was
thought [he] would suffer death from a file of musqueteers. "25

In Great Britain, many officers and soldiers viewed service in the
distant and harsh Australian colonies with disfavour, where guarding
convicts was not considered

a soldierly duty.2e

There were 22

desertions from the 17th Regiment during the three months in which the
regiment was warned for duty in New South Wales, as opposed to four
desertions in the previous quarter.27

Lieutenant Colonel John Austin,

exchanged into the regiment as Commanding Officer from half-pay on
the 30th July 1829, his headquarters received official notification of the
regiment's colonial tour on the 7th August, and he retired on 13th August
1829.2&

General officers also viewed the Australian colonies with

disfavour, disliking losing good regiments to that station.

General Sir

Charles Napier, in an 1840 letter to the Commanding Officer of the 98th
Regiment, V>Kote: 'The 96th melt away by de{Jees to New South Wales,

1-NIIIW:IIIRectKt/$ d:.!l.wtmit~ Series Ill; Vol. V, (short title: H.R..4.)11# Vol. Vl~
1922)J pp.680-681~ paragraphS~ for Arthur's ,.,.;e\Y' on con,.,.;ct incentives.
2&
1t. T.t.-., 1711 011829~ p.2. This \V'aS a capital offence underthe Micles of W81.
26
M. Austin, Tlte.4tm,a·· #1•.:1~ 18-111-SIJ., R'eludel.trtlleGIJ/dm J·:V~ (Canberra,
1919), p.23.
27
.f..III!NerB.trol:mdPo..•·'fl«~ 11711Reflimenf., W.O. 12,Reel3149, Piece 3434.
For period 25th June- 24th September 1829 (22 desertions and 1tmnsported) .and 25th
May- 24th June 1829 [4 desertions).
28
E.AH. Webb, .4H5fOQ-•.rJI Tlte S.fii"Wi'es .rJ1 Tlte ll11t/Tite leir:es/.f!f.$h#'tr/
(Sydney~

Regiment.. Crm!!Nnhgm.4x'o&nt fillhe Fmmelion oflheR.egimentn IIJ88, 81'111Qfb
Sub$e.quflf'il SM-k~ Relob.ed8ndCIJI'IIinu.edlo I !IIIi;. (london, 1911), p. 129,
(N.A.M.).
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and they threaten to take the

20th.'~9

This 'melting away' refers to

battalions being sent out to New South Wales and Van Diemen's Land in
small guard detachments on convict transports. It took: the 57th Regiment
from 1824 to 1826 to concentrate in Australia.:to

At a personal level,

Private Clarke sailed from Woolwich on the Man.liu8 ,31 a member of a
17th Regiments' detachment of two sergeants and 27 soldiers under
command of Lieutenant Ball, guarding 200 male convicts. The AlanliiJs
departed Plymouth on 6th April 1830, and after a passage of 112 days
without major incident or convict deaths,32 arrived in the Derwent on 12th
August 1830.33 Clarke felt the isolation of Van Diemen's Land from his
home as he noted that Hobart Town was "17000 miles" away.

Under the

circumstances of slow re-deployments, it was difficult for Commanding
Officers to command their units effectively. This was further complicated
where regiments had companies serving in different Australian colonies.
Lieutenant General Darling, the Governor of New Sooth Wales, noted in
a letter to London that "much inconvenience is experienced by
Regiments being divided in this manner."34

Although Van Diemen 's land was politically separated from New
Ueut.--General Shadwell~ C.B.~ lite lie«CQitu.,'1impoae: lor.dO)·fle, l.lwmte.d
IJ)a·atMds Ftomfflot8f)·'8ndCIJI1'1lSfiDndence., Vol. I, (Edintu.argh~ MDCCCLXXXI
[ 1881D# p.93.
30
H.H.Woollright, op.d.,. p.224. ThemtcontingentsailedinOctober 1824andthe
last in November 1825. forregiments, the normal cycle of duty tours "Wa'3 the United
Kingdom, to the Austmlian Colonies thence to India,. before returning to England.
31
J.Cialte, op.d., p.114. CISlkemis""Spelttheship~snameas ~:'Details ofthe
escort from H.l.t.""., 141811830, p.2.
32
C. Bateson, llteContid Sh,A' 1787-186/J; (Giasgo\o/, 1959), pp. 31 0..311 for
sailing details and p.332 for no deaths. P:s the author makes no :specific reference to this
voyage, it 'luvi8S presumed to be free of anyrflaiorincident.
33
Ibid.,. pp.31 0-311. This is confirmed by the shipping details in H. T.t.""., 141811830..
p.2, and the lllltRIJ',fj'inen/81.4/pltab«ll:-all.is/.,. third page.
34
r~.4bMp$; MeJ18t.'elo Pu!Jk- S51fi!IJ} G'DI•'t1m.tJrJI0flSp81Citl!$; ~~ 1§..
~~~ 18.11_, Mitchel Ubr&y(M.l.L loctilion No. 1206, Reel CV541, p. 121.
Letter Darling to Hay, 171111831.
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South Wales in December

1825~

the Governor of the latter colony

retained the titles of Governor of Van Diemen's land and Commander of
the Troops in the Australian Colonies.3ts

By appointment, lieutenant

General Darling was the superjor military officer to Colonel George
Ueutenant~Governor

Arthur. the

of Van Diemen's land.

shows that this command relationship was a

f~ey

area.

The record
Exercising his

independent political right, Arthur often communicated on military matters
directly to the Colonial Office in London

(then combined with the War

Department), requesting increases to his colonial garrison.l6

In another

instance Arthur wrote to Darling, requesting, through him, approval from
london to reinforce the 63rd Regiment by sending out its depot
companies, and transferring its service company from Swan River to his
command.l?

Apparently Arthur used, or abused, this chain of command

in order to achieve the best result as presented by circumstance and
personality.

In a letter to Darling's successor, Major General Sir R.

Bourke, Arthur

Y-Kote, "I never considered it necessary to convey any

official information to Him [Darling] as Governor of Van Diemen'e
land. ''38

By not deferring to Darling, nor later Bourke, regarding his

military plans

or deployments except to request troop reinforcements,

Arthur maintained virtual independence of command.

While Arthur's command relationship with Darling appears loose,
there was no ambiguity in Colonel Arthur's command of all troops within

36

H.R..4_.1,. Voi.XV. p.446.
H.R..4.,..111~ Vol. V~ p.697 (paragraph 26}. A:s a result, the 40th Regiment 'vi6S

progressivelytransferred to Van Diem en's land.
H.R..4).. Vol. XV,. pp.275-276~ Arthur to DMiing of November 1829 (referliWt
peragmph).
38
l.ellen;/rQifiSFG. .4rflturto SlrR. Boud:.tt M.L# A1962,. Reel CV980, p. 14. letter
of 5I U 1832 in repyto Bowke's initial letter to Arthur requesting infonnation on elfah in
Van Diemen"s land.
37
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Van Diemen 's Land. The following 'Government and General Order' was

issued in May 1824 by authority of the then Governor of New South
Wales, and Commander of the Troops in Australia, Major General Sir T.
Brisbane:w
His Royal Highness the Commanderwin..Chief, with
the sanction of His Majesty, has been pleased to
appoint Lieutenant Colonel George Arthur

who

has been appointed lieutenant Governor of Van
Diemen's land. to serve ae Colonel upon the Staff in

this territory.

All reports of a military nature from

troops serving in Van Diemen's land,

wm

hereafter

be addressed to Colonel Arthur.39
As an experienced and efficient officer, Arthur did not allow troops
serving under his command to have any misapprehensions as to his
status.

In making his first bid to London to increase the size of the colony's
garrison, Arthur described the roles of the troops he commanded as
protection in the Interior against the Aborigines and bushrangers;
protection in the towns where convicts were mainly concentrated: and, "a
few men to act upon an emergency for the common protection of the
community."40

The motivation, training and equipping of the garrison to

meet the requirements of the first two key protective roles, is considered

below.

H. Mel"' e. Tltlll-bf.(Jf)•'.of I'M-Dmwm~ l..fii'U(. Ftomlltll 1'681' !8.t.'¥1o I!ISS.,.
G.

~&<Wi·~ OMW1gllt~J.4~1a"IM' ofl.ie.W~-G'OI•'Illf1()f'GeNge•.:Jttltm,::
Ma.ckeness (ed.), (Sydney~ 19651~ p.28~ footnote.

-to H.R..4.., Ill, Voi.IV~ p.162. Mhurto Bethwst~August 1824. The garrison then
consisted of fourinfantrycompanies (p. 164).
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The British infantry was "kept in its ranks by the lash", as they had
been during the Napoleonic Wars.41
soldiers

were

ctilled

into

Initiative was not encouraged, and

unquestioning

obedience

to

orders. 42

Accordingly, in barracks or on town duties, soldiers, under the close
supervision of their officers and N.C.O.'s were motivated by discipline.
But when on isolated duty in the Interior on operations against
bushrangers or Aborigines, the requirement was for self discipline, self
motivation and bushwise initiative

m

characteristics which, with the

exception of light troops, 43 were not otherwise encouraged.

Soldiers

were well trained for protection of towns and control of convicts by routine
duties on guards and picquets, together with their employment in Great
Britain on internal-security duties in areas of civil unrest.44

The training

doctrine of the Army was preparedness to fight a European campaign of
the type conducted under Wellington in 1815; company and battalion <till
and volley firing, were the tactical manoeuvres practiaed.45

Independent

patrol and fieldcraft exercises were not conducted, therefore, neither by
motivation nor training were British soldiers prepared to take part in low
level

counter~insurgency

operations."'f»

F. G. D. Browne, a local settler

with experience of joint military/civilian patrols, wrote:

A Private Soldier without a leader, is like a man
without a head. - His former rank: in Life [lower class
origins) and later habits of discipline preclude the
possibility of his acting for himself ... and altho he
C. Barnett~ op.ci(, p.241.
42
!liltRegiment 9aruJ~ngQ!o'd~ op.di.,. p.45~ chcwcteristics of a "good soldier".
43
SliJmt footnote 5. p. 4.
44
Tile Time~ 911111830~ p.4: fore:xmnple-theArmyhas been sent to disturbed
districts in KriJ and Viindsor 'w'aS almost empty of troops.
46
IllIIRegimen! S1S?a\i?gt.'rd~ op.di..,. p.61 (in instructions to officers).
46
This is not an indictment against the British Army. 'W1t h global committments~ it
could not be trained to meet every contingency.
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may be a brave fellow in line of Battle, he is out of his

Element when Single or in a small party.47

Officers in Van Diemen's land were required to carry out

non~mmtary

tasks for the civil administration, and these were extensive and varied.
For instance, Lieutenant William Williams, 40th Regiment, was publicly
thanked by 36 settlers from the Clyde Police District, for his "conduct as a
magistrate, and military officer",48 and Captain John Montagu of the 40th
Regiment, a Waterloo veteran, who (with a family connection to Arthur),
was appointed Arthur's Private Secretary and later Clerk of the

(Executive) Council.49

Officers also served as jurors in civil cases,so

founded and commanded convict penitentiaries,51
Members of the land Board.M

and served as

Contemporary reports abound with such

references. Arthur acknowledged their importance:
a few steady Military Officers are

most beneficially

employed as Magistrates, and, as they make by far the best
Superintendents in charge of parties ... it is impossible that
a more effectual aid could be afforded than by giving some
~sm$1-repmis mi9/.w•ubnthe~~.·su1JI/119Ii.fN1!frecaplm-e IN"I'MIIIi·~~
BMk~ to ques/i0fl$C/if:Uil/edb,1••,41tmifhti/Commlllee., A. 0.T... C.S.O. 11323, file
7578, Vol.8, {short title: C.S.O. 11323). p.143~ letter F.G.D.BrowneJ 251211830~ {short

title:

m'o~tne

l.ettsj.

Williams \ola;S abouUo depart~ 'Withthe last contingent of
his regiment, for India..
49 for details of Montagu refer:
·4'm.•··i..&t 11/.£9; p.205# forregiment and Waterloo.
H.RA., 01. Vol. V~ p.146~ forcMI appointments.
A.G.l. Sha'lrl~ £V'Gem-ge.-!Wh~ Blfti71J.rf-lt/S.tl., (Carlton~ 1980)J p.160: for
Mhur's fsmilyrelationship to Monmgu# 'lrlho mamed the daughter of Arthur's sister~ Mary.
so H. T.C:., 2812118291 p.2J records the nsmes ot a 1militaryjury'at a murder trial.
51
C. O'Hara Booth# TlteJQmrtii/IN"'CiitiJIIest."~BqQ/It., ClllfWWtWir!IN"'IItePIIII
.4/t.t.wP.enalSlllll.em.ent., D. Heard (ed.)~ (Sandy Bay~ 19tH)~ p.156. Captain O"Hara
Booth~ 21st RegimentJ on being appointed Commandant of Port Arthur, noted "the
Settlement tastefulysituated (founded byOrRussel63rd Reg:t)"',
52
H. T.C.,. 121611830J p.2. "11..-iajor fmrtlough, commending 63d regt:"' appointed
instead of MajorOougla.s, sent on duty to the interior.
48

H. T.t.""':..,

1911211829~ p.3.
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supernumerary officers to the Regiment serving in the
Colony.53
As opposed to the civic duties of officers. other ranks were employed on
routine internal--security duties. These included guarding establishments
such as Government House. and convicts under a wide variety of
conditions, and policing movements of assigned and ticket..of..leave
convicts at check..points, such as the punt on the South Esk (Perth) or at
the ford, and later bridges, over the Macquarie River at Ross. On interru·jJw
security operations against bushrangers or Aborigines. prior to the
declaration of martial law, the troops acted in aid of the civil power.
Consequently they were subject to both civil and military law, as were
troops ordered out to maintain law and order in the United Kingdom.
This was an unenviable situation for a soldier, who could be charged with
an offence if judged to have unjustifiably killed a fleeing Aborigine, or
alternatively, of allowing a possible raider to flee without taking action.
While the military and free settlers intermingled, similar relationships
between soldiers and convicts were forbidden. As private soldiers were
generally recruited from the same strata of British society as the convicts,

it was feared that liaisons between the two could prejudice military and
convict discipline. Therefore, Arthur ordered tt1at detachments of troops
be shifted regularly to prevent familiarity developing.M

like modern infantrymen, soldiers in the 1820's carried a load of
about sixty pounds.

While there were minor variations in uniform,

soldiers' equipment was the same as that carried in the Peninsula
campaign and at Waterloo.

M

H.R..4., Ill~ Vol. V~ p.698.
H.R..4., JIJJ Vol. VI~ p.446.

The captioned illustration, from

The

15

Footsoldier, 65 (see Figure 2(a)) shows the make--up and distribution of a
soldier's load in 1615. In comparison, (see Figure 2(b)),IS& the depiction
of

cress

in 1817 could represent a soldier on later counter--insurgency

duties, with a slung blanket roll replacing the detested 'Trotter' Knapsack,
easing movement in the bush. With their 'Brown Bess' muskets, trained
soldiers could only fire two to three rounds per minute.&?

Muskets were

notoriously inaccurate, at 100 yards the aide of a barn was a worthwhile

target.sa Of the estimated 75,000 'shots• fired at the 1600 British soldiers
who marched from Boston to Concord and back: in April 1775, only 273
casualties occurred.IS9

While a musket was a suitable weapon in the

dose defence of a homestead, it had severe limitations in accurate
snapshooting against fleeting targets in bush operations.

The scope of administrative problems faced by the military is
exemplified by the 63rd Regiment, which, apart from a company in Swan
River Colony, had its troops deployed in Van Diemen's land as follows:
At headquarters, Hobart Town, there were on the
25th March 1830, 19 officers. 19 sergeants, 12
ctummers, 16 corporals, and 267 privates, while the
whole of the rest of the regiment [presumably some
20Q-240 all rank:s&O) was distributed in parties varying
in strength from 71 of all ranks to 2 privates only
-------·~M~dn.lw&R. Hoot<~ The Fof!b.uldg; (O>fordJ probably 1980's -title page
missing)~ p.48.
56
P. StanleyJ TlteRemole~.on, The8'Ji'itlt.41m;a·lh..:lll'Mi~ 1?88-18ltl;
(Kenthur.st~ 1986)~ p.31. Reproduction bycouttesy P. Stanley and artist LC.Cox.
57
N. leonard~ op.d.... p. 13.
58
D. Featherstone; (.,.'Q/unitJ/.5mfJ# H>~ IIJ.Jl-198l (Melboume~ 19'13), p.22.
so M. Matloff (gen.ed.)~ .4-m,•··~~• Sm~ .4m.tmi:'M.ti..WN,t·~m,; (apparently:
W83hlngtonJ 1968[title page removed)}~ p.43.
60 .AIIo"u11811ce being made forthe company of the 63rd :stationed in the S"u\1811 River
colony.
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amongst no fewer than 47 different posts all over the
Colony!61
These regimental personnel represented only part of the total colonial
fa-ce which included other regimental detachments and para-militarty
fa-ces such as field police. With this wide diversity of sub--units operating
over settled and surrounding areas, re-supply of rations and equipment
was an important function.

It was the responsibility of the Maja- of

Brigade, Arthur's senior staff officer, to advise deployments to the
Commissariat and Engineer Departments, for the issue of "Forage,
Provisions and Slops [government issue clothing)".62

The Commissariat

was responsible to supply rations of meat, bread or flour and spirits, while
tea, sugar and vegetables for the troops63 were normally purchased
under regimental arrangements. 64

The spirit ration was withheld in the

Interior, but in 1830, extra tea and sugar was issued in lieu.&i

Arthur

had the authority to increase the troops' ration scale when they were on
arduous duties.M

Fresh rations were suppled direct to military outposts

H.C. ~Y~ Hsi(Jf)•'()(llte.MenchesterRepmentfl.a!.er The 6.Ji'd1J11tl9/itlt root./,

Vol.l,
62
63
tH

1758-1883~(london~ 1923}.. pp.194-195~ {N.AM.).
H.R..4.., 1111 Vol. VI~ p.449.

The issue of these items for the para-military forces is uncertain.
I i1hRegiment Slar~mnga-d~ fJ{l.d._. p.50~ stmes: Nfhe vegetablesJ coffee~
tea, and sugar~ or whatever otherarticle:s may be prMI'ided fort he men.~:s messing,~ in
addition to their bread and meal:~ \Yill be paid for" from the soldiers~ pay. Presumably,
these items were bought,~ paid h:w,~ and dispatched from Hobart TO\v'n and launceston on
behalf of the troops in the outposts.
68
«copies of all Cotrespondence between lieutenant-Govemor .4'/hm'and His
Majesty's Secretary of Stale fort he Colonies~ on the Subject of the Military Operations
lately carried on against the Aboriginallnhabitants of I'M-lf~m~ l..~~n.( » BK~h
Ptlditlment.ttf)-·P.epss.. CMespond.ence.4ndP.epet:sRifla!ng To The ~1·1llrlmenl.4nd
.-"Vt.c..1f The.4~~Cdm:li6'9 18JO:.J6,;Cdm:lies.4.w:t.t*-( (Short title: A•..w.:a··
t.'>p.6'f.Wi~1(Shannon.. 1970t p.216. Arthur's comments on the 7th Recommendation
of the Aborigines"CommiUee were: «some smell allo~ce of tea end sugarto (be given
to] the soldiers in lieu of theirration of rum.~ of which they are necessarily deprived 1v!hllst
actually s el'\oin g in the bush :v
66 Ibid., Arthur notes that a double ration of bread and meat was given to the troops
engaged in :suppressing the bushmngers 1v1hen supplied by.,..poorsettlers»M the troops
ate more than their ration entitlement.
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by contractors, who tendered quarterly to the Commissariat Officers in
Hobart Town and Launcestoo.67

The 'tty-rations', tea and sugar, were

supplied by the Commissariat stores in Hobart Town and launceston
and were probably forwarded direct from store to outpost by contract
carter,M with

other mores indented by the outpost Detachment

Commander.

Troops on patrol carried biscuits and salt provisions69 or

fresh meat.

Because of bulk., or 'life' of fresh meat, this was usually

limited to three days supply, but military and civilian personnel on the
Black. line operations were at times ordered to carry up to seven days
rations. 10

These were normally carried in a haversack. slung on the left

hip (see Figure 2 (a) and (b)). For longer patrols away from their base, a
system existed for troops to obtain fresh rations from isolated settlers,
who in turn were reimbursed the "regulated ration of bread and meat"71

For administration, each company had a Pay Sergeant on strength,72
p-oviding for soldiers' monthly pay at outstations.

The disciplinary

p-oblems posed by wide troop dispersion are hard to establish. Where a
company was operating from one base, with a percentage of troops out
on patrol, normal discipline would hold, however, in mixed soldier/field
police patrols with a civilian representing the civil power, discipline was
threatened by a conflict of military and non-military views. il

Other

circumstances, such as a few men being based for protective-duties near

··-·-·----·---·---67 H. T.t."".., 31151 1828~
oo

Ibid._.

p.4~ for e:tJal1lple of caiUortender.s.
2911 U 1828~ p.4~ for e:tJal1lple of call fortender.s.

~a,-·t.?p~i~ op.d..,

p.198 (GMrisonOrderNo.4).
C.S.O. 11324 A, op.d... Memorandum Mhurto Me.iorDouglasJ 1011111830. Being
part of preparatory ord er.s form ovement dul'in g the Black line.
71 Aai'm;a··t.?p~l~ IJfl.d.., pp.216-217.
72
!lilt Regmi'enl Sl.endingt.'l'"d~ IJfl.d... pp. 36-37. This N.C.O. was the second
:seniorsergeant in the company, afterthe Colour Sergeant ~uch depends on the Pay
Sergeant# regarding the pe;ace and good order oft he Company.»
il /nfm., pp.25-26.
69
70
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where spirits were obtainable, would be a potential disciplinary hazard.
Arthur, as a witness at a British Parliamentary Select Committee in 1837,
stated:
I have no reason to think. the discipline of the regiment
suffered at all with regard to the 63rd regiment; they
were there at a time when the Government was very
anxiously

circumstanced

with

reference

to

the

aborigines. 74

As a soldier. Lieutenant-Governor Arthur appreciated the importance
of his command status in Van Diemen's Land with virtual autonomy from
his immediate superior. His troops were well disciplined for conventional
soldierly duties, but not trained for independent small scale counter-insurgency tasks, however. administrative arrangements were capable of
supporting such

operations.

Arthur's

employment of the military,

integated with parammilitary forces, in counter-insurgency operations, is
considered in the next chapter.

"Rep(nt From The Select Committee On Tnmspotbtion TogetherWith The Minutes
Of Evidence Appendixkld lndexb lllilislt P~mat,'I··P•~ (./imeand
Punisltmenl,. T11i1Mpod81im.t~ (Shannon~ 19 68)~ p.307., (Minutes of E\oidence Taken).
Jill
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CHAPTER 2
The Counter-Insurgency F orcea of the late 1820"&

Arthur's counter"insurgency prog-amme had its genesis in plans to
overcome the serious bushranger menace. In 1625, he located small
military stations through the Interior, acting with the Magistrates to
suppress bushrangers.1

He developed this concept, in April 1826, by

dividing the settled areas into military districts in which troops and field
police were stationed as a united force,2

and co-operated with

magistrates, who were local settlers. The military districts were placed
under the command of lieutenant Colonel William Balfour,

40th

Regiment, in his civil capacity as a Justice of the Peace.l In this way,
troops, while operating in isolation in the bush were still under the orders
of a magistrate, observing the principle that:

"The primary duty of

preserving public order rests with the civil power. "4

In early 1827, Arthur further refined the system by appointing five paid
Police Magistrates, located at Oatlands, New Norfolk, Richmond, Norfolk

H.R.•.!I)II; VoUV, p.3S5. Mhurto Bathurst, September 1825.
2
H.R. ..!I.., Ill, Vol. V, p.693. The field police were recruited from the con'llicls. Mhur
'\tAl'S not concerned about " putting arms into the hands of [selected] prisoners" as it
created distrust and disunion amongst the c:on'llicts.
3
IIJld,. p. 141. Government Order as part of the drive against the bushranger.s.. 1st
Aprii182S.
4
Amuafa'A..-8f,l·'l.tll~ op.t:il:~ p.224.
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Plains and Campbell Town.B These centres now became police districts,

replacing the former military districts. Later, the Clyde and Oyster Bay
areas were also declared police districts, (see map, Figure 3).G

Arthur

was confident that by active surveillance the magistrates would prevent
crime in their districts.? Each was supported by an establishment of paid
personnel including a surgeon, clerks, constables and a flagellator.

A

detachment of troops and field police under command of an Army officer,
were detailed to each police district, and were available at the
magistrate's request to act in aid of the civil power. Liaison between the
Police Magis1rate and Army detachment commander ensured quick
reaction to any local threat

The integ-ation of civil and military effort

reached its logical conclusion when the Clyde and Oyster Bay areas
were declared police districts. These regions were centres of Aboriginal
threat, so Arthur appointed military officers, in charge of the troop
detachments for these districts, as Police Magistrates.

The Police Magistrates were also supported by a number of former
military officers, who, with official encouragement, were now settled in the
lnterior.e

For example,

Captain

William

Clark,

after 24 years

commissioned service. emigated to the colony with his family in 1824
and was ganted 2000 acres in the Clyde District, and by 1827, was a
Justice of the Peace.9

Such men were relied upon to support the

administration, and often with active service experience from the
,----5-·-H.R.~I. V~ p.609. AMagistmte's sslaly\<vlaS 400 pounds per annum; (H.
Melville, .up.d."" p.65).
l.Ryan~ Tit#.4hmi~T~(St lucia.. 198n p.91~Map 27.
H.R..4)11, Vol. V.. p.609.
1/Jid.., p.683. for the Horse Guards Geneml Order of 81611826 regarding the offer to
'H~ Pay officers refer H.R..4., I Voi.XII, pp.595-596.
9
Ibid., pp.651-653. He becameknownas"Oid Squaretoe:s' because he ha.dthe
knack of treading on everyone's toes. G.Haw1eyStanombe, H'gJth~l·' in ~lr?.QI~ms
!.ant(, (West em Junction.. abridged ed., 1969), p.89.

6

7
8
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Napoleonic or Colonial Wars, provided a steadying influence to other
settlers.

They represented the civil power when the Army operated

against bushrangers or marauding Aborigines, and in the Black line
acted as leaders of armed civilian parties.

Arthur's administrative system enabled him to exercise government
control throughout the white population, as the Police Magistrates linked
the central government with dispersed inhabitants such as isolated
settlers, assigned convicts and chain gangs.

Orders and instructions

could be expeditiously passed by Arthur and reports rapidly gathered.
The troops being widely distributed throughout the settled areas, were
ideally placed to discourage any organized convict resistance, from
minor disturbances to mutiny.

The insurrection in the Bathurst area of

New South Wales, reported in the Hobart Town Couner in 1830,10 ia an
example of how this ever present threat could become a reality.

With the execution of Mathew Brady in May 1826, bushranging as a
threat to society ended.11

At the same time, the incidence of Aboriginal

attacks on white persons and property increased.

Plomley noted that

from 1803 to 1823, there were about 35 documented AboriginaJ..white
dashes, while in 1824, 1825 and 1826, the numbers were respectively:
11, 14 and 29. By 1827 they had risen to 72.12 (see Figure 4)13.
November 1826, Arthur reported that

In

"as one evil [bushranging] is

extinguished, another seems to kindle up ... the Aborigines ... have lately

· - - ·--···--10
H. T.C.~ 2711111830.,. p.2.
H. MeMIIe, op.d., p.55. M; a contemporary account, MeMIIe stated that with
Bradys capture, bushranging became 'e:xtinct·- presumably as athreat to society.
12
N.J.B. Plomley, Tlte..-41JM~'Setlllll't.""1Mhln l':tnaenum:S i.~~nd IIJIJJ-13.1~
(launceston, 1992], p.14 {1803-1823),and Table 2, p.26 ( 1824-1821}.
13
Ibid., Table 2, p.26andGraph 3, p.30.

11
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been extremely troublesome. "14

To counter this, he utilized the

organization that already existed in his police districts.

He was

sufficiently concerned to issue a Government Notice which included six
sets of circumstances, whereby various degrees of force could be
applied by both the military and settlers.15
these

~Rules

From a military viewpoint

of Engagement'1G gave some legitimacy to their actions in a

difficult situation where they were theoretically acting in aid of the civil
power but in fact were already engaged in the unpredictability of a
developing guerilla war .11

Durirlg 1827, Arthur reported an increased Aboriginal "temper of
hostility"1& and directed that as the Aborigines would not leave the settled
areas by conciliation, they were to be driven out. The magistrates were
to operate within existing laws and be allotted sufficient troops to achieve
this aim.19

Arthur then reinforced the police districts with additional

troops and police.2o

It is estimated from military deployments in the

colony in December 1827 (see Figure 5),21 that out of 712 other ranks,

some 220 were available for patrol duties against the Aborigines.22
H.R..4..

Ill~

Vol. V, p.435. Repo1Uo london of November 1826.
15 A-IWN.l·'Opmfl~ op.cil, pp.192-193.
16
Awetur modem term, applied to regulation::J, under which sen/icemen are allowed
to open fire in conditions short of open 'Wm'fare. legal implications, forindi~due.ls, can be
serious if these rules are breached -conditions parafteling those underwhich Mhur"s
troops oper.al:ed at this time.
17
The 'Nord ·guerilla is the Spanish dlmimatlve or gul!lnlWM, refer: TheJI.fttcqtwfe
~~; ADelbrh:lge(ed..fn-chief),(DeeWhy,Re\rtsed ed. 1985}, p.119. It came into
English usage as a result of British ArmY's service in the Peninsula War. The word was In
contemporary use in Van Oiemen's land, refer: H. MeMO e.. op.cil..,. p.33.
1&
..t•ilf,l•'t.lomfi~ op.cil._ p. 175.
19
Ibid.. p. 193.
20
Ibid., p. 175.
21
H./?..4., Ill~ Vol. VI, p.448.
22
This is a subjective judgement, to form some concept of the scale of the
ope1'11litions. An allo'l.r.'Wlce has been made for troops guarding c:on'llict:s artd for
administrative personnel.
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Nothing was achieved as a result of the November 1827 directive,
forcing Arthur in April 1828, to issue a long legalistic proclamation, which
forbade, except under proscribed conditions, entry of Aborigines to
settled areas.23

This was apparently intended to reassure London rather

than assist the soldiers, settlers, or uncomprehending Aborigines.

The

proclamation

and

stated

"special

orders

adapted

to

situations

circumstances" would be issued to the military, who would form a line of
posts along the boundaries of the settled ereas.24 The "special orders"

statement was a sham; copies of the proclamation sent to twelve military
outpost stations, under a covering letter, from the Major of Brigade,25 in
April1828, stated that:
The

instructions

conveyed

to

you

by

that

proclamation are as clearly defined as circumstances
and the nature of the country will permit, nor is the
Colonel Commanding (Arthur) aware of the raecessity
for enlarging upon them at present.26

By inference, the letter was sent to those military posts directly concerned
with the implementation of Arthur's Aboriginal policy.27 These posts had
effective road/track communications (see Figure 6),28 and were the main
&Wa::a-"t.">p~i~ ti{Mil~ pp. 194-196. Except fora generalized statement in
pngraph 1 of the rules end conditions of the proclamation~ p. 195" the 'settled are;a;s;·
were not clearly defined.

24

Ibid., p. 195.

The Major of Brigade amongst other duties,. conducted "Correspondence \Yith the
Commandant in charge of the Military Posts and P.rmed pertiesJ Co-operating 'With the CMI
Power.." H.R..-'l~ IU.. Vol. VI.. p.449.
26
~~~··t.?p~~ tlp.cil., p.196.
27
Ibid., p. 197 for list, plus lettersent George T0\v'n p. 196.
28
Macquarie Harbour is deleted as local tribes were not involved in the guerilla \olaf.
Ros:s is included instead of St Pauls Plains, as :shortlyafterRos:s ~ upgraded to a
captain's commend 'llll"hich incorporated the other outstation ( il..iti'N,J•'t.1U~i~ op..cit.~
pp.197-198}, Majorroad:sltmck:s based on M.l. Map, ZM 218801183011, prepared byT.
Scott and printed byDr. J. Ross, 1830, (Hm,. footnote 28; p.62}.
25

24
bases from which patrols29 operated during the counter-insurgency
campaign. At Oyster Bay, in swansea. the name 'Waterloo Point• is a
reminder of this early military period.
George

Hibbert,

40th

Regiment,lo

A Waterloo veteran, Captain
selected an

headland as the site for the district post.
approaches

were

available

to

the

easily

defensible

To ensure no covered

Aborigines,

Hibbert

had

all

surrounding trees lopped, causing one of his soldiers to remark that the
fallen trees reminded him of the dead bodies scattered over the
battlefield of Waterloo.31
conditions were crude.

Where an encampment was away from a town,
Private John Clarke was part of a 17th Regiment

detachment which took three days to march from Oatlands to Hobb's Bluff
in the Blue Mountains, a distance through bushland of 21 miles (see
map, Figure 7),32 on arrival, they "had to build huts for ourselves and the
married people before we got any shelter. "33 From this remark it is noted
that soldiers' wives, accompanied them - a rugged existence, but not
uncommon, even in the Peninsula War where up to six wives were
authorised to travel with each company.34

By May 1829, the Lords

Commissioners of the Treasury were "pleased to sanction the Allowance
The more recent te&m ·patrols· in this thesis is interchangeable ~with the
contemporary term 'parties·.
30
•.:Jfm.t··i~ 18.::~;;; up.cit.1 p.205.
31
for details of establishment and naming_. refer: l.Nyman, TheE8Sit:'·oas:t·.e&~,.
(launceston~ 19901~ p.58. The high ground on the bluff of the present golf course at
S"v/.a..'lseais well sited for defence. A groundsman stated that asmallermound about
twenty-five metres do'lrl!'l from the crest \v"aS the actual position of the post~ as soil was
heaped up to cover bricks from an old buil ding. In this 'Writ er"s view, this \v'S;S a later
building such as the Commissooat Store~ or an Officers Quarter. A limited area on the high
point could make are"WMding site for an archaeological'dig'.
32
"No. 9 field Plan of Movements of the Military·~ JI..WN,t•'C~mii"i~ op.dl.,
between pp.230-231~ (short title: 18.1I Field flin). Clark presumablymarched to 'Blue
Hill Bluff', about 15 miles due south east of Oatlands. (Hobbs's dweHing is sho\Yn to the
north ot this feature}. This bluff \ofa:5 utilized during the Black line as a site fora
navigational signal fire. It is possible that this 'lri8S the reason the 17th Regiment's
detachment, including awte. . made this men; h.
33
J. Clarke.. op.cit.., p.114.
34 A Brett...Jawu~s. . llein ~,Fm:S.4l1n,1~ (london_. reprinted 1994).. p.271.
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of Rations of Provisions for 12 Women

per 100 men" in Van Diemen's

Land.35

Counter~insurgency

patrols Wet"e conducted by both soldiers and field

police or a mixture of both, often accompanied by a local guide.3&

In

September 1828, Arthur restated that all military patrols would have a
"police officer" attached who would represent the civil power.37

It was a

legal requirement that the civil power be represented when the Army was
called to ita aid, but this led to tension where civilians appointed by the
Police Magistrate assumed pow« over military personnel on patrol.

A

particular source of friction to the troops was where an assigned convict,
as field constable, was given such authority. That this practice continued
even after the declaration of martial law in November 1828, was verified
byF.G.D. Browne in February 1830:
In carrying on the "combined operations"against the
Blacks, ... The Military are required, not only to act
with, but under the direction of, the Field Police. That
Body, composed entirely of Prisoners ... think of a
Private soldier, as a Private soldier thinks of them, to
wit

w

Both think themselves superlatill'ely above each

other ... [and) when a party goes out, headed by a

Constable, a "eat part of that time ... is wasted in the
idle discussion of the . .. demerits of the Police and
theArmy.le

AO.T Wayne Collection. G.O. 111 t Vol.41. p.82.
H. T.C, 1311211828. p.2, refers to parties made up of soldiers, constables, md
volunteer guides.
37
A..,··Op~i~ up.ctt.• p.197. DirectiveissuedthroughMajorof Brigade.
38
8v11117e l..ellet; up.d., p. 141-. Bro'Wne, a settler, '~~.~'a.'S experienced in bushcnlltt,
with Aborigines; and as a ci'¥11tm commander of sol di er.s on patrol.
·J

36
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This system later crew aiticism from the Aborigines· Committee.39

The military and para.. military forces conducted a sustained campaign
involving long and arduous patrols. An order of December 1828 directed
that patrols were to consist of eight to ten men rationed for fourteen or
sixteen days at a time.4o

Despite biscuits and salt meat being available

in all outetatione,41 men could not have carried this amount of food,
necessitating a pre--planned resupply.

As an indicator of the operational

commitment, in Bothwell's garrison of 77 other ranks, only twenty
remained in barracks, with the rest on long patrols in rough country or
located as outstation guarde.42

A glimpse of this latter duty is given by

Private Clarke, who with two other soldiers of the 17th Regiment:
was sent to Ben Lomond ... to guard a house
occupied by a Mr Bateman (John Batman] in case the
natives should attack it ... the husband being away in

the bush in pursuit of bushrangers and natives.43

The line of military posts established after Arthur's proclamation of
April 1828, banning Aborigines from the settled areas, did not inhibit the
increasing Aboriginal violence.

Despite the British Government's policy

of conciliation, Arthur felt impelled to declare martial law on 1st
November 1828. This was a g-ave step, and, as noted in the Manual of
Military Law it had long been recognised as illegal, but the Crown in time

-----39

. . . .,

rnl/8:.~

..3..0-3-1-·.

p.

40
~...-..·op~Of.lt up.d.., p. 198. Garrison OrderNo.4~ 1211211828. To meet the
increased threat during the summer period.
41
42

Ibid.

G. Webb~ Bdhll·~ The ~ea.~a·· tutheHIJ/tland:J;, (launceston~ undal:ed). p.57.
No reference is quoted~ but it apparently relates to the period between 1827 and late
1829 when lieutenant Williams, 40th Regiment, was in command and was also the Clyde
District Poice Magistrate.
43
J. Clarice, up.d., p.114.
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of invasion or rebellion could assume exceptional powers, the term
'martial law' being applied to this common law right.«

The grave

implications had become evident when lieutenant-Governor Davey,
despite the Deputy Judge-Advocate's advice, declared martial law in
1815 against the buehrangers. This was
Macquarie who scorned Davey's action.45

annulled by Governor

Arthur's declaration,-46 which

was never legally challenged, defined specific areas of the colony in
which martiallawdidnotapply (see map, Figure8).47

Martial law was to be in force until the cessation of hostilities,43 and
while it recognized that a state of war existed within the colony, it did not
herald any significant military restructuring.

Arthur considered "the Civil

power ... the the most prominent arm and the Military ... as an auxiliary
force, "49 so the civil power continued to be represented on Army patrols.
Although the proclamation warned that common law still applied in
martial law areas, except on military operations against the Natives,so it
did protect whites from the rigours of common law when involved in any

dubious killing of an Aborigine when on patrol.51

In 1828, Arthur authorized the introduction of roving parties and also
Amw«A•at:~·'l41•~

up.d"J p.4.
H.R..4.. Ill, Voi.IV1 p.492 and pp.494-495.
A.WN,'I·'OP~I~ op.d., pp. 199-200. Proclamsllon. U111182fJ.
47 Ibid._. p.199, Paragraphs "1st" to "4th" are basis of map's preparation. Hm.~ p.41,
for Jorgenson's \liewthal these areas provided an operational sanctuary to the Aborigines
at the whites' expense.
48
lltl.r/.1 p. 19 9.
49
H.R..4.1 I, Voi.XV, p.447. Atthurto SirG. Murrn.y, 121911829.
80
Ibid.. pp. 199-200.
61
Such as the Goldie atfwr, when an Aboriginal woman w.M killed and Arthur~ later
subiected to questioning from London as to what action was talc en underthe law. For
detwls: M.C.I. Levy, GQI·~orGc-ay"e•.:flfht.O; .4 Col.onialBmc•·:ol.ffn!Oespfll.,
(Melboume~ 1953)1 p.l 02.

45
46
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initiated a conciliatory programme for Aborigines under George Augustus
Robinson. The roving parties were foot patrols of armed civilians,52 each
consisting of ten to twelve convicts often with an Aboriginal tracker. The
leaders, in all cases excepting one, were experienced free men,
including Gilbert Robertson, John Batman and also the well known
convict Jorgen Jorgenson.53

Essentially, these roving parties were

bounty hunters, and while monetary rewards were offered in 1830 for
capturing Aborigines,M the real prizes sought were land grants for the
free leaders and remission of sentence for· the convicts.

Roving parties

provided a valuable counter-insurgency force,&& and rather than reacting
to raids, they also maintained a harassing pressure on the Aborigines,
<tiving them from place to place within their normally safe retreats. 56

Arthur's first effective step towards Aboriginal conciliation was taken
in 1828 when he appointed George Augustus Robinson to be in charge
of natives on Bruny Island.

From January 1830, Robinson led an

J. Jorgenson.,. Jorg.m.Jorgentlflntll1dllte.41Jmigines ol 1-l.nOiemensl.m.tt_.
N.J.B. Plomley( ed.).,. {Hobart.,. 199 pp.81-82 for proposal byT . .Anstey.,. Police
Magistml:e~ Oatlands and p.82 for Mhws reply.
S3
That Jorgenson "w"aS 'well knO'w'l'l' in the colony is not a figure of speech. Vilthout
my research effort being directed to'w'al'ds Jorgenson's life or activities~ overt he short
period 1828-1830 references to him in the Ho!Jtut TDb-I'U.,......DmiH' were noted on the
followtng dates: 141311829 (p.2).. 41411829 [p.1).. 181711829 [p.2t 51911829 {p.2~ which
included an account of his background)~ 1011011829(p.2)J' 1711011829(p.2}# 191611830
(p.2.. gmnted aconditionm pardon) and 111911830 (p.3).. -an impressive coverage fora

n

convict.

M ........1•'0pem/i~ op.d, p.207. GovemmentOrderNo.2.. february 1830,
offered re'w'al"d:s of 5 pounds foradtdt and 2 pounds forchild Aborigines captured and
"de6vered alive" to the police.
55
l.Ryan~ op.d, p.102,state:s between November 1828sndNovember 1830they
captured "about" 20 and killed SOJ howeverthe parties were subjected to contemporary
criticism for being ruthless.
56
T~ ..:fomgines-•.:ftr~te~ M.l.,A605(ReeiCV821)~ p.807,1etterJ. E.
Calderto Dr Agne\'1"~ undated, (pp.793-808).. mainlyconcemed 'With Jorgenson.
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expedition which made contact with the west coast Aborigines.57

Arthur

appreciated the benefits to be gained from conciliation in the tribal lands
combined with strong military measures in the settled areas, and in
February 1830, he directed that:
no effort should be spared to expel those who will
not be conciliated, from the settled areas where they
still continue to practice the utmost perfidy and
inhumanity. t11
This two pronged approach of conciliation and force, became central to
Arthur's strategy to solve the Aboriginal problem.

In 1830, the colonists faced the greatest surge of Aboriginal raids yet
experienced (see Figure 4). To assist in containing the situation, roving
parties were strengthened and rewards offered for the capture of live
Aborigines.se

The Aborigines' Committee reconvened in February 1830

under the chairmanship of Archdeacon W.G. Broughton, on his first visit
to Van Diemen's Land.

In March, this politically important committeef>O

recommended that Arthur take "Other and more active measures, such as
the Government alone can institute or support "61

In his despatch to

london of 15th April 1830, Arthur crew attention to this point and that

"His Majesty's subjects must be protected. and the outrages of the black
Natives must be repressed, and yet if it can be avoided these wretched
G. A Robinson, fiiimd,'l·~~~ The TasmtJnittn.Jo~and Poper.~ Q/Geurgt>
.4tJgost.usRo/Jin$an /IJ.;:?!J-JIJ.J4, N.J.B. Plomley(ed.UHobart~ 1966); p.62-63for

Robinson's increasing proficiency in Aborigirml lmguages md proposal to mount 811
expedition to Huon-Port Davey areas which departed on 271111830, (p. 11 1).
sa H. T.C.~ 201211830.. p.2.. Government Order No.1 of 191111830. Also published.
A·N,l·•t,?p~i~ gp:.t:il., p.206.
59
H.T.C._. 271211830. p.2,and MWN,J•'Opsalt~ op.t:i/.1 p.207.
GO
Ao#WaryOpemti~ op.cll., pp.207-227. in which the bull< of its proceedings were
published by order of House ot Commons.
61
1/Jitl._. p.216. Prea.mbletoCommittee's4thRecommendalion.
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people must not be destroyed."52

This theme justified, and influenced

his Black Line operation.

In evidence given to the Aborigines· Committee and in their
recommendations. deficiencies in the counter-insurgency forces were
noted.

Inspector of Roads and Bridges, Roderic O'Connor believed that

soldiers in a neighbourhood deterred the Aborigines, but previously
lacking rewards, there had been no incentive to pursue them.63

Gilbert

Robertson said that troops were useless in pursuit,M but a later witness
complained of Robertson that he never exerted himself and was more
interested in looking for land than Aborigines. M

F. D. G. Browne's letter

listed many problems confronting troops on counter...insurgency patrols,l56
the $Jeatest being the want of unanimity between the military and field
police.67

on mixed patrols which in his letter he refers to as "roving

parties", it was "out of the power of a constable" to impose field discipline,
such as preventing noise and smoking.6&

Browne recommended that

"Military parties be headed by a military officer or non commissioned
officer, and not

be mixed with police."69

He was also critical that

garrison ration scales were inadequate for the strenuous work carried
out in the field by the troops, as supplements of food and 'slop' clothing

Ibid"" p. 188. Arthur to SirG. Murray~ 151411830.
Ibid.; p.227. This e\'ldence \Y'i!:IS given on 111311630 afterre"w'W"d:li forcaphning
Aborigines had been gazetted on 251211830.
M
ll!ld.,. p.220. Robertson \Vas Chief Constable at Richmond as weu as Leader or a
63

ro~ng

65
66
67
6&

69

pmty.

1/N"d.l p.223.
8':o11-ne lellfl(,. op.d., pp. 143-150.
llll"d.~ p. 143.
INd.,. pp.147-148.
1/Nil"J p. 149.
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previously issued, had been withdrawn. ;o These adverse comments on

organization. command and control of the Army were partly adctessed by
the

Aborigines'

Committee,

whose

recommendations

included

augmenting field allowances, and improving efficiency and discipline, by
ensuring soldiers were under command of their own officers. 11

Arthur

prevaricated on these recommendations, conceding it "may perhaps be
desirable" to issue tea and sugar in lieu of the troops spirits entitlement
in barracks.

On command and control, his comment was deliberately

deceptive, when he Y>Jrote "With respect to the military, they at·e of course
already under orders of their own officers. ''72

In theory, soldiers were

still operating under their officers' orders when placed under command of
a constable on patrol.

This evasion was obviously Y>Jritten for

consumption in London. Browne's comments on lack of field discipine in
"roving parties" and that he had been forced to give up a "hot pursuit" for
want of rations,n were also addressed by the Committee.14

Finally, it

appears to have been short sighted of Arthur that he did not take up the
Committee's recommendation that mounted police should be attached to
each Police Magistrate to warn settlers of maurauding Aborigines, 75
particularly in light of Arthur's 1627 advice to London that a few well
conducted soldiers would form "a very sufficient and inexpensive

mounted police. "145

A patrol of mounted infan'try would have been

/IJit/.1 pp. 145-14 7. Bro"Wne for e:xmnple1 advoctlled re-introducing for"BYsh Duty
... fourteen pounds each of meal and flour per week ... (also) lea& Sugar~ in lieu of
Spirits." (p. 145).
11
A..-N,~·'Opetation~ op.cit., pp.216-217, 7th Recommendation.
72
1/.iid.~ p.21 S.
'13
.Brobone lellet; op.d.. p. 150~ for"hot pursuit".
74
..1.,-N,J•'Op.RI~ op.dl., p.211, 8th and 9th Recommendations.
75
lbld.,. p.216. 5th Recommendation. Surprisingly, Mhurnowargued "The
Mounted Police is a very expensive foree."
76
H.R. ..:t~ Ill, Vol. V, pp. 138-139. Arthur to Em'! Balht~rstJ 1114118261 for use of
mounted police and p.693 for qtultation, Mhurto Bathurst, 241311827.
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effective in areas of peak Aboriginal activity.

Arthur, with his absolute power of command over both civil and
military elements of the colony, and with a sound system of civil/military
co-operation in the police districts, was ideally situated to organize a
successful counter-insurgency campaign.

His security forces, both

military and para-military, with the exception of mixed patrols, were
effectively organized and controlled and had adequate logistical support.
The declaration of martial law clarified the legal standing of the
combatants on operational duty.

By 1830, Arthur's strategy was

conciliation in the designated tribal regions and strong military defence in
the settled areas.

The Aborigines' Committee gave valuable political

support to Arthur in his campaign which had been increasing in scale to
meet the burgeoning Aboriginal threat, but while the forces available to
Arthur had met the challenge of low level guerilla warfare, they were yet
to be tested against attacks of higher intensity by the Aboriginal warriors.
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CHAPTER 3

The AborigineS' 'War-

For tribes from Oyster Bay to Pittwater, a word for war was
"rennamoimenya".1

Whether or not this is how Aborigines referred to the

bloody conflict between blacks and whites in 1828--1830 is not known,
but to the British it was a guerilla war.
Aborigines as fighters.

This chapter examines the

While not describing the history of Aboriginal and

British relations since 1803, underlying causes which motivated the

Aborigines and forced them into an increased level of violence are
considered.

Plomley argues that until 1823 attacks by Aborigines were in
response to particular physical or social injuries inflicted on them.2
Broader hostility developed from the early 1820's as expanding white
settlement progessively forced the Aborigines out of their hunting

H. ling Roth, Tlie.411mfohes ol T~ [Halifax~ seconded. 1899.: fascimile
Hoban, undated), pJCXXIX of AppendixC (byJ. Milfigan).
2
N.J.B. Plomley, op.d., p.13.
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g-ounds, and away from their sacred sites.3 Occasional acts of revenge
developed into open guerilla warfare.
knowledge,

West, writing with contemporary

agreed with Roderic O'Connor that: 'ihe natives are

tenacious of their hunting grounds, as the settlers are of their farms". 4
There was no room for compromise by either side.

In Melville's

explanation, the Aborigines having lost their kangaroo g-ounds and
customary food, were compelled to seek the food of their despoilers.!
George Augustus Robinson, wrote in November 1829 of the hatred of the
Aborigines for the whites, and pictured them goading each other into
"acts of bloodshed and revenge for injuries done to their ancestors and
the persecutions offered to themselves through their white enemies."&

In

his opinion, Aborigines, knowing they could not extirpate the white
inhabitants were actuated solely by revenge. 7

Survival, hatred, and

revenge were the factors which motivated the Aborigines in their war with
the British.

The North Midlands, Ben Lomond, Big River and Oyster Bay Tribes
were those most affected as white settlement expanded.

Ryan's

comparison of tribal and settled areas (see Figure 9(a)),8 illustrates this.

The same areas cMelate with sites where individual Aboriginal attacks
J.B. Walker, E~·T~ A'lp.f!l$/1elld8el.ore TlleRo,NJIS.f!CtiJI)"'fll TMmtll1iil
0.1/dngthe J•:eaf.f 1888/o 18!19, [Hobart. fourth Impression. 1973) p.253. Walker quotes
from the joumal of G.W.Walker on a 'Visit to flinder.s Island ("W'hether 1832 or 1834 'Visit not
specified) 'W'here an Aboriginal 'W'oman '\lfaS greatly disturbed because a tree she selected
as her"in'Violate property~ al: all times to be held sacredN'Ivv'oaS accidentally destroyed by
Aboriginal men. This e::xmnple of spiritual attachment would have been repeated
innumerable times as the Aborigines 'W'ere driven from theirtribal areas.
4
J. West~ Tltel-li.siiJI')·'fll T~ Vol. II~ (launceston, 1852; fascimile Adelaide~
1966)~ p.20, first footnote. Quotation also recorded in O'Connor's ewdence to
Aborigines'Commltee, 1830/A•.m.•·Ops.Wi~ op.cil., p.221).
6
6
7

H. MeMIIe~ op.d"J" p.31.
G.A.Robinson, op.cit.,. p.88.

8

l. Ryan, op.d.,.. p.86, (Map 25).

//;/(/.., p.553.
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were carried out (see Figure 9(b)), covering the period
1830).9

These maps illustrate the

geo~aphic

JamJary~June

bounds of the conflict in

the settled areas, but the area extended to surrounding rough bushy
terrain, to which the Aborigines retired as places of refuge (guerilla base
areas), these were penetrated by roving parties in pursuit of Aborigines.

Social deprivation, introduced diseases and killing by whites. had, by
the late 1820's, reduced the tribes to the extent that "remnants of the
central, southern and eastern tribes had joined together in loose

conglomerates in order to survive" .1 o More deaths also resulted from an
increasing level of intermtribal fights between non-conglomerated groups
over remaining hunting grounds.11

This cycle of death is illustrated by

the interrogation of a captured Aborigine who "belonged to the Oyster
Bay and Big River tribes which are united ... [and] that five of the tribe had
been shot by White Men, that they have fought the Stoney Creek tribe
and killed a great number.''12

For Aborigines, this had become a war of

desperation against ever worsening odds as indicated by a comparison
of Aboriginal and British populations (see Figure 10).13

With increasing

reliance on settlers· huts to provide food and blankets the scale of
_,""""""'......,

.......,_..,.,._,,....,.,.......,,...........,......

_______

N.J. B. Plomley~ up.cit.,. p.49, (Map 18).
1/Jid.,. p. 2 '1.
H.lingRoth_,.qp.d.,. pp.12-73.
12
C.S.O. 11324 E# op.cil._. Walpole~scontactreporttoMhur, 2911011830.
13
N.J. B. Plomley.. op.dt.p p.25, (part of Table 1). These figures are attributed to H.
M. Hull1866. Plomley points out that in his opinh:;n~ the Aboriginal population figures are
"'... afittle too low"(p.1 0}. Therefore, below is another:aet of figures extmpolaled from
Plomley"s Aboriginal population graph (p.29, Graph 1).
9
10
11

1824
1825
1826

1500
1400
1300

1827
1828
1829
1830
1831

1000

800
650
500
350
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warfare escalated.14

Plomley's statistical analysis of Aboriginal raids

between 1824 and 1831 (see Figure 11),15 illustrates this, particularly
when considering the notable increase in 1830 of the theft of floor, tea,
sugar and general foodstuffs, together with blankets, clothing and knives.

The Aborigines had certain advantages in their struggle with the
British. With the bush as their natural habitat, bushcraft enabled them to
hunt or evade their enemy. Robinson wrote of the futility of the military in
searching for them, which he compared to a battle with a shadow,1& and
considered the Aborigines a formidable enemy.17

Jorgenson also

supported this view, writing in February 1830 that the Aborigines
"consider themselves our superior in the art of war."1&

West suggested

that the Aborigines became more agg-essive as they gasped the
limitations of firearms. He referred to sound Aboriginal tactics in attacking
armed defenders,19 and how they would "rush on" as soon as the British
had discharged their guns.2o

West, like Levy a century later,21 partially

attributes the loss of fear of firearms and increased Aboriginal militancy to
Musquito.22

Jorgenson's

opinion

that

they

learnt

caution

from

experience23 is supported by Plomley, who asserted that the natives

See Figure 4. Aboriginal/White Incidents~ 1824-1831.
N.J. B. Plomley, Qp.dt..,. pp.2S-27, (Tables 3- 5).
G. A. Robinson, op.d...,. p.552. for detailed description of their use of ground and
keen physical senses; also p.556, the inability of armed parties to surround and capture
Aborigines.
11
1/ti.rl..,. p.553.
18
J. Jorgenson, Qp.dt., p.24.
19
J. West, op.dl... Vol.ll, pp.U-14.
20
Ibid,. p.31.
21 M.C.I. levy, op.cit-.r p.1 OS.
:22
ANew South Wales black-tracker, who became disenchanted \v'ith whit& promises,
88leader of a group of T88manians led them on raids. He~ hanged in Hobart Town in
Febry;ruy 1825.
23
J. Jorgenson, op.t:il:..,. p.98.
1S
16
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developed skills in hit and run warfare.24

In doing this, the Aborigines

took advantage of the limitation of their enemies' weapons and mode of
fighting.

Aboriginal use of firearms in inter-tribal skirmishes is recorded

by Robinsoo.25 That this knowledge of firearms was widely disseminated
is indicated by a report that of eleven Aborigines who stayed at John
Batman's home, three or four were excellent shots.26

Despite this, only

one Aborigine, the woman, Walyer,27 is known to have carried a firearm
on raids. She carried a fowling piece (shotgun).28

Firearms were not generally used against the whites because of the
weapons' limitations. These were; a slow rate of fire, two to three rounds
per minute2D compared to that of spear throwing; a high incidence of
misfires or hangfires in wet or even damp conditions compared to the
spear's all weather capability;

the possibility when stalking, of the

cumbersome musket being made inoperative due to dirt or damage and
the need also to carry the ammunition pouch, an obstruction to silent
movement, compared to the ease of stalking a- crawling carrying a spear;
a slight delay between the trigger being pressed and the ball being fired
allowing an alert opponent to dive for cover30; the weapon was not silent
in the first instant of a surprise attack and by night and day indicated the
location of the firer; and finally, the musket's maximum effective range of
about fifty yards, gave no advantage over a spear.:u

To balance this,

B. Plomley~ The T~.4bmr~e..t (la.unceston~ 1993}.. p.87.
25
G. A Robinson~ op.d.,. p.517and pp.854-855fore:xmnple.
26
H. T. C.,.. 611111830, p.2.
27
G. A Robinson, op.d.,. pp.182 and 296-297, forWa.lyeras an «amazon".
28
Ibid,. p.837. On p.552,. referenceismadetoanAboriginewhoshotaMr. Parker
'with hi$ O'l!vll'l gun W"hich he had crept up and stolen . .AJso l. Ryan, op.d.~ p. 141, tor
Walyerteac hing the Emu Bay band the use of firearms.
29
SUA p.15. This 'w'a.' the rate for trained soldiel'3.
30
N. leonard~ up.d.,. p. 131 for limitations of the musket in conventional 'wW'fare.
31
W14 p.38, forrnnge and lethality of spears.
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advantages of a musket ball over a spear were inaeased lethality ,32 and
velocity of the unseen ball precluding evasion during flight

Should

Aborigines have preferred to use firearms, supplies of both guns and
ammunition were obtainable by raiding settlers' huts, particularly in 1830,
when their success rate rose from ten incidents in 1829 to twenty (see
Figure 11 ). Plomley believed that the motive for this increased capturing
of arms and ammunition was to deny their use to the enemy.a:J

The

technologically advanced musket was rejected by Aborigines, but they
took advantage of its limitations in fighting the British.

Aboriginal weapons were made from ti·tree or melaleuca.

Spears

varied in length from five feet for stabbing, to fifteen feet for throwing,34
with points not barbed or poisoned, but sharpened then hardened by
fire.3s Spears could be thrown accurately to about 50 yards,3& and their
ability to penetrate targets was respected by the whites.

A man's neck

was pierced from ear to ear,3'1 and a spear was embedded to a depth of
about six inches in a tree.3s
rapidly.39

Spear wounds if not mortal, usually healed

The waddy, up to 30 inches long, could be thrown with

J. Keegan~ TlteF~Jeeol&lll.e,. (london# reprinted 1916), pp.199-200..,includes
description of the low velocity ball wounds al Waterloo; pp.263-265 compares ball
wounds to high velocity bullet wounds at the Somme, gi...nng a better understanding of
both types.
33
B. Plomley, op.dt.,. p.86.
34
H.ling Roth. op.dt.,. pp.68-69J and B. Plomley, op.dt._, p.47 for use of short and
long :spears.
35
H.ling Roth, op.dt.,. p.69.
36
Ibid..., p.11. The T~manians did not use throwing sticks~ did mainland
Ab origin e:s.
37
H. T. t.":,. 41411829, p.1. Man :speared at Break O'Day Plains, the spear point
protruded beyond the hnther ear. He :sul'\lived the wound.
38 L. Nyman, up.d.. p. 71.
39 J. Bonwick, 1/tel./JSI oflite T~ ~ Tlte ~- H'Jirol tanll~m3' lM.r/.,
{london, 1810; facsimile Adelaide, 1964), p.126.

39
accuracy,40 but was essentially used as a club in raids on huts, or against
unsuspecting or wounded persons.

A soldier. stationed at Boomer

Creek. just north of Little swanport River, was making a bird cage when
struck down and k:illed:41

Robinson, in desaibing Aboriginal methods declared:
They lay in ambush for some time before they make
their attack., a sudden and unperceived invasion, or
by surprising.

Their warfare is that of a predatory

nature. 42
Several tactical characteristics are evident here. Good use of gound in
moving unseen to their target or ambush

site,

and exhauetive

reconnaissance and planning resulting in successful shock tactics, their
objective being to resupply from their enemies' mores.

Aborigines had

the ability to move quickly over s;reat distances; Bonwick desaibed their
capability to cover 50 miles in a day.43

Because of this rapidity of

movement, in Jorgenson's view, the numbers of Aborigines opposing the
whites were overestimated.44

In planning an attack, care was taken in

selecting good withcrawal routes,45 and coordination and deception in

H. UngRothJ op.d!.., pp.11-12.
J. Bon'wick:J op.d.., p. 119.
G.A.Robinson~ op.d., p.553.
43
J. Bonwick:J op.d., p.106.
44
J. Jorgenson~ op.d.,. p.69.
4ti
J. fenton, A HsltJI')··ol T~ lromils ~.OI•lef,I•W IG"'.t:.~lolltepresentlime,
(Hobmt1 1884), p. 1021 «e:xtmordinarysagacity W1d agility usually enabled them to make a
successful retreat into their native 'wilds.»
41
42

40
both pre-planned and emergency situations was employed. 46

This was

evident in attacks such as raiding one hut to draw off local settlers whilst
the main assault was launched elsewhere.47

In attacking, Aborigines

often taunted their intended victims in English, to frighten them into
discharging their firearms...a

Fire was used to burn crops, outbuildings,

and by throwing spears bound with burning S,Jass onto thatched roofs, to
drive defenders into the open.49
ingenuity in escaping.

Finally, if ca.ptured, Aborigines showed

Pretending to be close to death, a man was

carted by two constables in a wheel barrow to Bagdad bridge, only to
escape that night by climbing the chimney of a hut ·in which he was
securedJSO

In their sustained guerilla campaign, Aborigines required robust
physical and mental stamina and comparatively safe base areas.
Towards the end of the campaign, raids on settlers huts provided
physical needs, while their mental resilience was presumably linked to a
belief in their cause, and strong tribal cohesion.

Aborigines always

1
H. T. C..,.
1830~ p.2. Referring to a coordinated raid on Piper's lnat andCiark S
house; "Theircunning and :skilfulness in managing theiral:tacb are every day becoming
more and more e\4dent.N
As an e:x.mnple of a quick reaction deception:
J. H. Wedge~ Tlle1Ji81ies tJIJomHelderH'i:-dge 18.~:"¥-IIJ..JS., Justice Cra\vford. W. f.
Ellis &G. H. Stancombe ( eds)., {Hobart, 1962), p.48. Wedge, a:su!Veyor, observed a
party of hostile natives approaching his men, a shot was fired and "they observed one
[Aborigine). .. go do\VIl to the beach and tsk:e [to] the wer-thi:s was done I suppose to
decoy my men ... if it had :succeeded ~oNould have probably proved fatai.N
41
H. T. t."":... 1811011828~ p.l. The ...movemem on Mortimer's hut"Wlf).Smerelyafeint~
contrived tor ...[an) attack on Gough's family.N
48
INd.., 211311829, p.1. Referring to aseige on a house~ 'with fourwhites inside; «,As
the poorfello\P/\II'SS wounded, the Blacks gave a great shout Many of them spoke good
English, but their words were e:xtremelyind ecent.IJO
49 L. Nyman, op.d., pp.71-72. "The thatch was already alight and the attackers were
so jubilantiJO
50
H. T. C..,. 71811830, p.2.
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removed their wounded,51 and endeavoured to recover their dead, even
against

a

strong white

presence.52

Rough

country

surrounding

settlements provided base areas in which to rest, produce and store new
weapons, 53 and where women and chikten could be left when the men
departed on raids.54

Jorgenson complained that Arthur's humane

consideration in prohibiting security forces entry to areas declared as
being outside martial law in November 1828 (see Figure 8), gave the
warring Aborigines an unfair advantage over the whites. 55

By 1830, instances of killing white women

and child"en had

increased,56 but there is no instance recorded of Aborigines raping or
molesting captive white women.57
British.

The same cannot be said for the

In January 1829 the Hobart Town Covrier reported that the

blacktracker, Brune Island Jack, who was accompanied on patrol by his
wife, had been shot by Corporal Hares "not knowing he was tame". Jack
made for the Clyde and dived in, but each time he raised his head Hares
fired until killing him. However, no blame was attached to the eoldiera.u
Bonwick, quoting a letter, stated what actually happened:
G. A. Robinson~
another.

Q{J'.d,

p.508. Aboriginal shot in the thigh carried away by

A.;m'ar,.··(,."'l'p~i~ up.d.~

p.220. Gil belt Robertson at the Aborigine:s1 Committee
:stated "the Natives \Y'alc:h lo recoverthe dead bodies:''' .Also J. Hobbs (p.222)1 referred to
rem owl of dead and 'W'Ounded Aborigines.
53
~an e:x.mnple of Aboriginal use of base areas~ H. ling Roth~ Q{J'..t.'il. . . p.691 writes:
"'M their places of rendevous~ the natives keep a large stock of spear.s and wad dies. The
spears are carefully tied to stmight trees with their points at some distance from the
ground:''
54 A.;m'ar;~··Op~t~ up.d., p.226. Ed"Ward White 81: the Aborigines~committee
stated "'The Natives leave theirwomen and children behind them when they are going to
!2

'\olaf."

55

J. Jorgenson, Q{J'..cit., p.96.
56 H. r.c; 191611830, p. 2, for example~ a 'wife and baby twins killed in a hut.
57 J. Jorgenson~ op.cit.,. p. 72~ and J. Bonwick. Q{J'.d." p.125" who is directly quoting
Jorgenson (p.12).
58
H. T. c, 241111829~ p.2.
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Jack, complained of the treatment his wife received
from the soldiers ... "actuated by a strong feeling of
jealousy"...

Jack

started

accompanied by his wife.
leaped into the Clyde.

off

from

the

party,

She was retaken.

He ...

Corporal Hares fired . .. each

time his head reappearedJ59
Robinson's version of the incident, as related to him by Aborigines was
that soldiers interfered with Jack's wife "cohabiting with her".

After her

husband's murder she escaped from the soldiers and returned to Bruny
lslana.&o

While they enioyed some tactical

advantages,

disadvantages to the Aborigines were overwhelming.

the long term
Sheer weight of

numbers were against them with total annihilation the inevitable result of
continued warfare.

The Secretary of State for the Colonies wrote in

November 1830 it is "not unreasonable to apprehend that the whole race
... may, at no distant period, become extinct. "81 This was a war of attrition
with total firepower available to the British being the decisive factor.

Another advantage exploited by the whites was the Aborigines'
spiritual fear of the dark, causing them to avoid night movement and
sleep inside

a circle of small fires.s:a In the late afternoon, security forces

would maintain a watch for fires, 63 approaching by night and attacking at

dawn.

George Anstey, the sixteen year old son of Oatlands' Magistrate

J. Bonwick~ op.dt.; pp. 114-115.
G. A. Robinson~ op.dt., p.506.
61
AM8,1•'L'1psa'i~ op.d., p.2281 (Sir G. Murray to Arthur).
62
J. Fenton, op.cit.., p.l 03, for"superstitiou:s dread". P.lso H. Melville~ op..cit.~ p. 71~
for evil spirit called "'Debbie"'.
6J
Ibid.
60
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Thomas, led a party against raiding Aborigines, and captured four in an

early morning attack on their campsite.M

Despite comments to the

contrary, the high incidence of successful night attacks by whites
suggests that Aborigines did not have night sentries.I'Ri

Also exploited

by the British were the regular Aboriginal mig-atory patterns.

Several

successful ambushesM resulted when the Oyster Bay Tribe returned
from the midlands to the east coast each June and cong·egated around
food sources at Moulton Lagoon and Schouten Island from August to
October ,67 there was also one unsuccessful British cordon against that
tribe on freycinet Peninsula in 1631.68

Where mig-ation routes went

through settled areas, as stated by Jorgenson,css Aborigines were
continually under threat of being intercepted.

Despite the significant decrease in Aboriginal population, there was a

g-eat increase in their raids; 44 in 1828, 148 in 1829 and 222 in 1830
(see Figure 4). West's explanation of this apparent contradiction is that
the Aborigines made up for their diminished numbers by "improved
method, cunning, and audacity".70 An article on the Black War, published
in 1851 suggested that hunger, disease, and death, compelled the

J. Jorgenson~ tJp.tit., p.98. In this particularcase, the whites tracked the direction
of the \v'ithdm.~ng Aborigines by footprints in the :sno'Y!.
65
MilitaryOperations, tJfJ.cil., p.220. Gilbert Robertson staled '"1heyalways keep
regularsentries:" Also, H. ling Roth, Dp.d., p.73 noted thelr"\otgllance"'.
M
L N'Yffian, Dp.d., pp. 79-61. Settlers ambushed migrating Oyster Bay Tribe killing
ten and capturing three.
67
l.Ryan.. Dp.d... pp.19-20. This is one exwnple ofWlioustl1b81mlgratlons.
68
l. Nyman, Dp.dt... p. 113. Organised byMeredith (an e&iysettlerand local
idenl:it~t invotving 100 men fora fortnight. forty Aborigines broke through the cordon
on a dwt night An exmnple of suNivai forcing them to move by night.
69
J.Jorgen:son, tJp.d... p.24.
70
J. West.. op.cit.,. VoL II, p.45.
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Aborigines, in spite of every danger, to harass their enemies. 71

The

imperative need for food and blankets was met by Aborigines breaking
into smaller groups of five to six men and, following a raid, quickly
traversing the country to strike again some distance away.

That white

casualties (see Figure 11) remained remarkably static, 78 in 1828 and
1829 and 76 in 1830,72 despite escalating attacks, indicates an
increased targeting of supplies by the Aborigines.

This stable casualty

rate may also indicate that improved British security measures had
blunted the escalating Aboriginal offensive.

Nevertheless, fear and

uncertainty were the dominant sentiments amongst the white inhabitants
of the Interior. A petition from the settlers of Clyde River to Arthur, referred
to the war "affecting not only the lives of the Colonists, but threatening the
extinction of the Colony itself, by firing our crops and dwellings. "?l
Arthur, in February 1830, admitted the Aborigines had become "more
formidable

from

the

success

which

unexpected and sudden attacks. '74

had

hitherto attended their

Contrary to their normal habits, the

Aborigines, driven by need, continued their anack.s through the winter
months of 1830,75 reaching an alltime high of 41 incidents in August.

A

prominent settler from Avoca, Major William Gr-ay, late of the 94th
Regiment, \Nfote to Arthur on the 29th August 1830:
the present state of continual terror which appears to
have Seized upon the minds of almost every
individual .. . particularly those in the remote districts,

--···-..--71-J. W~f. Blundell, «the Black War in Van Diem en's land»,

Tlttn..lJ!oniiJIM.egl&"ine
Voi.X X fl, No.I V, (1851}, National library of Australia (N.l.A.},

Mo' E.ut.~Re11feli~
p.289.
72
Totals of all cal egoti es of casualties on bottom ta.bl e.. figure 11.
73
H. T. c. . 271311830, p.3.
74
Ibid., 271211830J p.2.
15
Refer: Table, Figure4.
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who are looking forward with fearful anxiety to the
approaching fine weather which will no doubt be
attended with bloodshed, if their [Aboriginal] progess
be not speedily arrested. 76
Such representations forced Arthur to take sterner measures, which led
to the proclamation of a levy en masse in September and the Black: Line
in October/November 1830.

C.S.O.

11323~

op.cil.; p.214.
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CHAPTER 4

Pr-elude to the Black Line

The Aborigines' Committee in making their recommendatioos1 to
improve security against the Aborigines stressed that "the main effort
should be directed to capture the Natives alive and unhurt ''2

With the

escalating scale of warfare, the Executive Council on the 27th August
1830 considered that as conciliation had failed, a more vigorous effort

was necessary to expel the Aborigines from settled areas and prevent a
war of extermination.

The Council believed volunteers would join with

the troops to form a force large enough to achieve this 'humanitarian'
goal.3

The Council did not instruct Arthur in how to use this force, but as

repeated efforts to expel the Aborigines had failed, Arthur's only option
was his choice of method in capturing and removing the Aborigines from
the settled areas.

Later criticism that Arthur chose a foolish means to

solve the Aboriginal problem, ignores two factors accepted in the colony
at the time; that with the apparent failure of conciliation, a major military
effort was required to meet. a desperate situation; and, short of a
campaign of extermination, only capture could guarantee future peace.
The Colonial Auditor, George Boyes, confirmed that the Government was
1
2

3

A~at,T··Opctat'i~

lllitl., p.211.
Ibid.., p.236.

op.d..., pp.2 t 5-217.

Ameasun~ ,...dictated no less

by humanity than by necessity;"'
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forced into capturing Aborigines as all other means had "been tried
unsuccessfully. "4

One of Arthur's sternest contemporary critics wrote

"something was necessary . .. there cannot be a question: and although
the "lli'lli' proved a failure yet it was undertaken with the best intentions. "5

How the Aborigines could be captured was canvassed by the
Aborigines' Committee in 1830,
invited settlers' suggestions.

a subject on which Arthur had previously

Most letters on file,& offered minor criticisms

or suggested improvements on current operations.

Where a proposal

appeared to have merit, such as offering rewards for capturing live
Aborigines, Arthur acted quickly.?

Bonwick.'s opinion that Governor

Macquarie's black drive of 1816 may have "suggested" the Black Line is
not supported in this evidence.& The Hobert Town

Courier; in

September

1830. pointed out that the current situation in Van Diemen's land differed
from that in New South Wales in Macquarie's time.9

There is a close similarity between a proposal by Major Gray of 29th
August and Arthur's outline plan given in his proclamation for a

masse.

Government Order No.9 of the 9th September 1830.1 o

levy en
Gray

proposed a maximum cOw-ordinated effort involving civilian search parties
aided by the military, simultaneously operating in all police districts,
G. T. W. B. Boyes, TltelJilmesMd leller.s ofG. T. 1+:' B. Bo.t·tpS,. ~'tJ/ume I !s~~u..
P.Chapmm(ed.)1 (MelboumeJ 1985), p.378. letterto his \\life, ~111011830.
5
H. Melville# gp.d., p.90.
6
C.S.O.II323, 6p.d., pa.~. Filecontinuedfrom 1821to 1831.
7
lllitl.~ pp. 102-114~ letter by H. Ro~roft of 221211830 presumably resulted in
Govemment OrderNo.2 of 251211830 offering rewards; (MilibwyOper.al:ion:s, 6p.cit.,
p.207 forG.O. No.2)
8
J. Bon\1/ick:, op.cit.,. p. 131. He stated that Macqumie «:summoned the colonists,
\\lith all available milih.uyand constabulary, and drove the Blacks before him beyond the
Blue Mountains~ \\lith great slaughter."'
g
H.T.C..~ 1819118301 p.4.
10
MilitaryOpemtions, 6p.cit., pp.236-238~GovemmentOrderNo.9, of 91911830.
IQ.J'.f.~

j
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which would convince the Aborigines ''that their only safety consisted in
their accepting ... offers of reconciliation ... or in eventually capturing"
them.11

On the 6th September, Arthur minuted the Colonial Secretary

ot1 the last page of this letter, instructing him to thank Gray and inform him
his letter:

will receive mature consideration - add, however. that
1 shall have no confidence in any measures adopted
by the Govt. until the Settlers in the Interior act
themselves with more vigour & determination than
has hitherto been the case

~

& their disposition in this

way will be put to the test.12

Arthur adopted Gray's plan, but increased manpower by use of a levy

en masse. As an indication of Arthur's identification with Gray's proposal,
the latter's letter was read to the Executive Council on the 9th
September, the same day the levy en masse was promulgated.U

At

this meeting, a letter from James Simpson, Campbell Town's Police

Magistrate, was also read.14

A section underlined, possibly by Arthur,

gave added justification to the concept of a

levy en 1nasse.. This was:

''unless numbers are brought til!o operation [in Simpson's proposed
plan] allattempts to capture the BlacksIn any quantity willbe ltuitless"::o

C..S.O. 11323; up.cil., pp.206-215. Quotation, p.213.
12
Ibid.,. p.215~ note to file. Minoramendments 'w'ere made by .A.rthurto the IMt line of
the above quotal:ion -these are indecipherable but appear to add strength to his IMt
comment.
13
Ibid../' p.208. Notation on front page of Gray's: letter.
14
Ibid.., letter byJ. Simpson of 71911830$ pp.216-220.
15
IIJid../' p. 216. The underlining, "11/aS probably made by M hur or his :staff~ rather than
by Simpson.
1
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Judging from press debate,16 there was great public interest and
much discussion on how the outline plan in Government Order No.9
would be implemented. The Hobart Town Courier made a valid criticism
that even if the Aborigines were <i'iven out of the settled areas, sooner or
later they must return.17

Bonwick's comment on this debate was that the

"press and others had contended that it would be comparatively useless
to have the war made at so many points, affording opportunities for the
Natives ... to pass between the forces hither and thither."18

Between the

publication of Order No.9 on 9th September and the issuing of Arthur's
orders for the Black line on 25th September 1830, there were several
additional submissions on proposals for capturing Aborigines. Letters by
Wedge10 and Gilbert Robertson:ao introduced new concepts which
significantly contributed to the Black line plan.

Wedge argued that instead of concurrent searches throughout the
settled areas, these should be progressive, so that the Aborigines would
be driven "into the Peninsula South of East Bay neck [the topographical
key to Forestier's Peninsula], which if accomplished would afford a good
chance of securing them. ''21 Robertson targeted the capture of the Oyster
Bay and Big River tribes,22

the main opponents of the whites.

His

for e)Bllple: H.l.c.,'":# 1119/1830 (the ~arne date th~ thi~ paper published
Government OrderNo.9 in full) on pp.2-3, almost two full columns and H l.C:,.
181911830~ p.4 1 threeand half columns of comment This pre:s:s debate continued on
251911830, but by then it had become academic as on that date Mhur':s detailed orders
were published.
17
1/Jid.,. 181911830, p.4.
13 J. Bon'Wick, op.dl.,. p. 136.
19
C.S.O. 11323. op.c/1._, letter byJ. H. Wedge~ 161911830, pp.231-235.
20
Ibid. letter by G. Robertson, undated (but follo-wing immediual:elyafterWedge's
letter), pp.236-·:242.
21
Ibid.,. p.235.
22
lmO:,. p.236. Mlnsradopted the smne selective target as his objective in the Black
line.
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concept was for a aeries of co-ordinated drives by roving parties whose
task was "to Disturb the natives in every quarter excepting the country
between Prosser's Bay and the Coal River. ''23

Robertson made the point

that "There would be no immediate occasion to form a repular cordon
[underlining apparently by Arthur] to prevent them from returning to the
west", as the direction in which the parties would ctive the Aborigines
corresponded with their annual mig-ations, 'Their favourite Haunts at this
Season being left open to them".24 Finally, a strengthened cordon would
be required "between the Orielton Rivulet, the White Marsh river,
Prossers river and the Sea",25 which closely approximated Line H (see
Figure 7) on which Arthur's cordon later stood. Robertson then made an
accurate prediction on Aboriginal reaction to such a cordon:
Finding themselves Hemmed in within these limits
they will endeavour to break: through [ ;] it will
therefore be advisable not to press too close upon
them until all the force be collected as to render
escape impossible.2&

Apparently Robertson envisaged that Aborigines would be captured
as they attempted to break out of the cordon as he made no reference to
any final drive by the cordon down to East Bay Neck, or sending Roving
Parties inside the enclosed area to drive the Aborigines back onto the
standing cordon.

Robertson's proposal concluded with suggested

locations for logistic
competent guides.

23
24
25
2«$

lllld.~

p.238.

Ibid.
Ibid,.. p.241.
1/Jid.

re~supply

depots and the 11ames of several

Robertson's proposals and Arthur's Black line Plan
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in Government Order No. 10 were almost identical except that Arthur
incorporated Wedge's concept of driving the Aborigines through East
Neck Bay onto F orestier's Peninsula,
Tasman's Peninsula.

e11 rol/te to Arthur's goal of

From a study of file C.S.O. 1/323, it is almost

certain that Arthur selected key features of Wedge's and Robertson's
proposals to combine with his own concept of extended lines (rather than
Robinson's roving parties) to formulate the Black Line plan.

He also

expanded Robertson's concept of logistic support to supply the additional
numbers of men he planned to deploy and extended area to be covered.

Arthur made public his Black Line plan when a delegation of Hobart
Town citizens called on him on Thursday 23rd September, offering to
form a guard to free the town's garrison for the forthcoming operation.27
The Hobart Town COllier published the plan, Government order No.1 0,
as a five page supplement,28 and from all accounts it met with almost
unanimous

approval

throughout

the

colony.

The

paper,

echoing

developing public opinion, wrote that this "meets with our cordial
approval, and under all the circwnstances is in fact perhaps the only
feasible method that could be taken."29

Fenton noted the plan met with

H. 1:<.~.. 25191 1830J p.2.
1/iid...., Supplement~ 251911830~ 5pp. There is a degree of haste appe.rent in the
publication of this order as it is undated, the by-fine reading:
GOVERNMENTORDERN0.10
Colonial S ec:retary's Office
Sept[spete]~ 1830.
AafN,J•'t."'P~~ op.d.., p.238,1ists the same order as:
Govemment OrderNo.11
Colonial Secretary's Office. September 22, 1830.
Papers, \vilich included this order, 'lrlere fol"'wW'ded to London as el:tethments to Mhur's
despel:ch of 20th November 1830. The variation bet'\r/een detail published on the 25th
Septemberi9.1"1d the copysubsequernlyhll"'wW'ded to london could represent 'tidVing up'
or minor details.
The original Order No. of ~1 fYisu:sed in this thesis.
29 H.T.C,. 25/911830, p.2.
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the hearty approval of the settlers.30

Arthur must have just finalized the Black Line plan when the
delegation called on him on the 23rd September. This is indicated by a
letter he wrote to Magistrate Simpson on the 24th September at "12
o'clock p.m." (presumably midnight), calling on him to perform certain
tasks in the forthcoming operations and stating he had ordered a map of
military movements to be prepared which he hoped would be forwarded
to him next day.J'f Arthur sought and extensively used advice tendered to
him, but the plan was his creation, as well as his responsiblilty in law.
Ryan's statement that Arthur "authorised Major Douglas of the 63rd
Regiment to chlw up a spring offensive against the Big River and Oyster
Bay Aborigines",32 which became the Black Line plan, is incorrect and
unsupported by evidence.

The allocation of officers to tasks in the

cancelled plan in Government Order No. 9, which stated "the direction of
the whole of the combined force thus employed is confided to the general
charge of Major Douglas, 63d Regiment, who is stationed at Oatlands, as
the most central point of communication,"33 may have misled Ryan.
Nevertheless, Douglas, by choice or direction, may have submitted

information to Arthur.34

It is not believable that Arthur, a meticulous

J. Fenton~ tJp.dt..,. p.1 07.
G. Arthur~ "The Pitt Collection ( 1828-1866)""~ Repmts onlhefli5imfcli!A-ft;n4ISCI'/pls
1964)~ p.1 07. letter Arthur to J.
Simps on of 2419118 30; ""12 o'cl ocl< p.m :" appearing after Arthur's signature.
32
l.Ryan, up.d., p.110.
33
A·<W,'t·'Op~i~ op.d..,. p.237.
34
From investi gal:ions at the Common~r~eslth and state M:hives, and particularly the
Military Museum at .Anglesea Be.rmcb (Major J. Opie, cur& or), the greater bulk of British
M'nyrecord:s forthe colonial period~ ~r~ere retumed to England by the time the last British
garrison troops departed in 1870. Therefore onfy govemment~ as opposed to military,
files are available to search for any planning input byOouglas -a negative result
31

.(}{ T~ Num/Jel$ 1-;; {Hobart~ Re~sed ed.~
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man,36 would allow a subordinate officer to prepare at Oatlands, in
isolation from Arthur in Hobart Town, a plan which was of importance to
the future security of the colony and to Arthur's professional reputation at
the Colonial and War Offices in London.

Bonwick.'s comment that "Mr

Surveyor~General

Frankland has the

credit of forming the general outline of the scheme [Black. line plan)",lfi is
supported by several folios in the St:Oit ~'1 Typical is a notation by
Scott on a letter "About the Plan for Catching the Natives etc ... Franklanda
plan."38

It is a reasonable assumption that during the detailed planning

for the Black. line FranklancP9 worked closely with Arthur, advising on
topogaphy which affected military movement and re"supply in those
poorly mapped and compw·atively little known operational areas.

Frankland, like Wedge and Robertson. significantly contributed to tl"'e
Black Une plan promulgated in Government Order No. 10.

This was

developed at short notice from minimal remaining options. It replaced the
outline plan of Government Order. No. 9 which was discarded as being
flawed. The implementation of the final plan, which for analysis is divided
into three separate phases, is considered in the following chapters.
A. G.l. Shaw; up.dt., p.222, the Govemor-General of Canada :stated Mhur"vv&s a
""most fussy man"' and pp. 268-269 the Bom.!Ja,v Times \?'roh•t thai Mhur""'allowed no
paper to p~:s his desk: 'Without careful e~inaiion."'
36
J. Bon'W'ick~ up.dt., p.141.
37
....Papers connected .,.h the campaign atterthe natives~ Sept-Nov. 1830"',
VoU, Scm'.C, T/tQf!IIJ$.{.~ant Sm'!·~l·tlt,; Tas.j-Om.ll.fn.gsendD«mrtenls TM., /Q,t;?IJ.
16.!111, .1•·~~ M.l., A 1550, (Reel CV910# fr:ames 10 1-250}, no page numbers. (short
title, ScoH P4Pet$), ~38
1/Jid., Priwl:e letter Earnest(?) Robertson to Scott, 1911011830. Scott made a
notation or its contents on the cover, which Included the quotation. The lwll'lter'v/a.S
:scathing of Fr.anldand~s ad\oice to .Arthur.
39
Frankland in tum used the ad\oice of :surveyors in hi:s department, such~ ScoU and
Wedge to ~sist him. Scm't P4P~ up.d~ ~and C.S.O. 11324 A, op.d., ~
( e:xwnple: Joumal ent&y 1011 U 1830 conference attended by 5 "Mapsj.
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CHAPTER 5

The Black line : Organization and Operations to End
of Phase I

Arthur's operational aim in the Black Line was to capture the Oyster
Bay and Big River tribes by:
first, to surround the hostile natives tribes; secondly,

to capture them in the country of Buddngham
[southern

Tasmania],

progressively

ctiving them

upon Tasman's Peninsula; and, thirdly, to prevent
their escape.1
But in assessing the results achieved by the Line, this military aim must
be considered, together with his longer term strategic goal, which was ''to
stop the murder of his countrymen, and to arrest the extinction of the
natives.''2

Arthur's plan was that a series of extended lines, over a wide front,
would converge towards the south-east of the colony.

As these lines

advanced and link.ed up, the front would contract and the density of men

A•8f,'l·'t.19~1~ up.d., p.238, being paragraphs 2 and 3 ot his detailed orders
forthe Blatt line promulgated as Government Order No.1 0 {sho'INrl a.~ "'Government
OrderNo. 11"'}.
2
J. West, op.cil, Vol.ll, p.55.

irt the line increase.
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A programmed advance from Lines A to H (see

Figure 7), allowed Arthur to maintain control over his commanders, such
as issuing detailed orders to search the Brown Mountain complex during
the advance from Line G to Line H. Provision was made for the eastern
and southern flanks of the advance to be screened, while a force
remained in the central highlands to prevent the Aborigines breaking
back in that direction. Although Arthur's intention to drive the Aborigines
into Tasman's Peninsula was stated in his aim, detailed orders for this
final phase were to be issued later in the campaign.

Considerable organization and deployments were required before
the forces took up their positions along Line A to commence the
operation on 7th October.

Martial law over the whole colony was

declared on 1st October 1830,3 to eliminate areas declared outside
martial law in November 1828.4

Surveyors, under Surveyor-General

Frankland, prepared topographic information to assist Arthur in his
planning, and briefed both miitary and civil officers who would lead the
force. They also had to arrange signal fires on high features as an aid to
navigation

during

the

advance.

Additionally,

working

with

the

Commissariat, surveyors organizing routes to logistic depots, widely
distributed in the proposed area of operations, and from there forward to
where the advancing troops would require re--supply.

The Survey

Department was also responsible to assist in provision and supervision
of guides for leaders of corps while the surveyors themselves acted in

II·N,'I·'~1D~i~ Pp.dl.~

4

Supr'8., p.27and figure 8.

p.243.
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that capacity to the military divisional commandersJ>
Line Frankland acted as Arthur's Chief..of-Staff.6

During the Black:

Meanwhile, the Police

Magistrates were responsible for raising and organizing civilian forces, 7
sometimes called 'volunteers'.a

Finally, civilians inside areas to be

enclosed were directed not to impede Aboriginal movements prior to the

line reaching their location.9

In a memorandum of 20th November 1830, Arthur gave the strength,
command and composition of the force engaged in the Black Line as
follows:
The total force amounted to about 2,200 men, 550 of
whom were troops of the 63rd,

57th and 17th

regiments ... formed into three divisions under orders
of Major Douglas of the 63rd Regiment [Northerrl
line], Captain Wentworth of the

63rd Regiment

(Western line], and Captain Donaldson of the 57th
Regiment [North Western line); these divisions were
subdivided into corps, which were placed under the
command of military officers, and which were again
told off into parties of 1o men, each of which had its
The dependence of the total operalion on the SurveyDepartment is indiceled by
p. 2:38 (par.agrap h 9)~ p.24 2 (paragraph 25), and numerous
correspondence and memos in the Scull P8{11N$.(op.dt.J in which earlier entries appear
to be devoted to the detailed planning of opening phases of the whole opersl:ion;
followed by directions from .Arthur's AD.C. (undeled) for Scott to report to Mhurel
Govemment House.
ts
c.s.o. 11324 A.. op.dt..,. ~- A'S an e:xmnple~ Frankland maintained Mhur':s
Joumal and letters in Franlkand's hand'w'riting are signed on Arthur's behalf.
7
A~N,l··Ope!NI~ IJ,D.d... p.239 (paragraph 6).
s
'Volunteers' is a loose term as allticket··of--leave convicts "'capable or bearing arms"
had to ioin the line and lan d-h old ers 'wi h a:ssi gn ed c onvict:s were directed to c: ontri btd e
sel"'.o'ants for dutyleaving onlyadequeJ:e numbers on their farm to protect persons and
property. (A•N.J··Opemft~ op.ci!... pp.237-238}.
9
ABN,'B•'t..1o~i~ op.d... p.242(pamgraph 26).
A~N,I·'t."1pemfi.otl op.d.~
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leader;

the

whole

was

commanded

by

the

UeutenantbGovernor in person.1 o
The change to military command was fully implemented on 31st October
when Arthur ordered Lieutenants Pedder and Grove, 63rd Regiment, to
take command of, respectively, the Oatlands and Richmond volunteers
from Franks and Gilbert

Robertson.'~"

Originally, Arthur's concept had

been that the corps would remain under their own leaders, who would be
responsible to the military divisional commanders.12

But he changed

this, prior to the d-ive from Line H to East Bay Neck, 13 to give him a
military chain of command down to sub--unit (party of ten) level, and
ensure that throughout the force there was a uniformity of military
operational and administrative procedures. This emphasis on military
command is evident in the field, where official correspondence to Arthur
was addressed to, and replies signed as 'Colonal Commanding' instead
of 'lieutenant-Governor'. For the Army, this command organization was
an improvement to that in the police districts where troops acted in aid of
the civil power. This was a military operation, under an Army command,
and was of a distinctly different nature to previous counter-insurgency
operations. The troops responded well.

During 1830, the average strength of the garrison in the colony was

Ibid... p.244.
C.S.O. 11324 A; op.cil.~ MemomndumMhurtoDouglas of 31110130 and to
Fmnk:s and Robertson of same dale. Apparently by thai dale Dumaresq's New Norfolk
contingent had already come und ermilita.rycomman d. An exception to this \Y'aS that from
1311 U 18301 all rolvling parties operating inside the cordon {line H) \o/ere placed under
command of aformernaval officer, Captain Moriarly(/mU.~ Memorandum Arttn.1rto Captain
Viewy of 1311 111830}.
12
Ibid._. leUerMhurtoDouglas of 811011830.
13
Ibid.~ Memomndum Arthur to Douglas of 3111011830, which gives Arthur's
reasoning forthe change.
10
11
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965 all rank:s.14

Of this, only 550 were committed to the Black: line,

almost half the garrison remained on routine duties, such as guarding
convicts and protecting settlers from Aborigines who evaded the line.
The numbers of troops required for convict guard duties would have been
higher if civilian volunteers had not assumed responsibility of 'Town
Guard' in both Hobart Town and Launceston, keeping public order and
guarding installations such
Treasury.1s

as

gaols,

Mulgretve

Battery and the

Several contemporary accounts report the military airs and

g-aces adopted by this armed home guard.16

An administrative crisis

took place in October when at the Sheriff's request, the Town Guard
detachment at the Hobart Town gaol was replaced by troops recently
arrived in the colony.
been called into doubt17

The locals considered that their efficiency had
Arthur, from his encampment at Sorell calmed

this flurry which had assumed large proportions in Hobart Town's small
society.1&

The Black line as a military operation is considered in three phases.
Phase I includes preliminary operations from 4th October, and the
general advance by divisions from their start lines on 7th October (lines
A, see Figure 7), and concludes with a continuous cordon formed on
University of Tasmania Archives (U. T.A]~sources tor b;asis of average:
J. Ross (printer)# TlleHobmt Tuirn •.!JinNMiC:ItiNIIIe J·eN 18..19; p.241. Garrison
strength at January 1830: 827 all mnks.
H. MeMIIe (printer), Tile I'N1ll'em.en~ land.~ riil' Tile J·eNoiOI.If"lonl
/8..11; (:short title: il.f-IM.m'e~.~ 18J1}, p.219. Garrison strength January 1831:
14

11 04 all mnk:s.
H. T.t::~ 251911830, p.2. Details meeting called to form Town Guard.
16
G. T.W.B. Boyes. op.d.,. pp.380-381. ""Captn. Boyes as his men call him" doing an
N.C.o.~s job, '1 am :sick of it:" -letterto his \v'ife of 3 U1011830; also fin 38, quoting:
J.West, up.d., Vol.ll, p.49,forcynical old soldier's comment onmilitmystah1sassumed

us

by Iea.d er.s of To'Wn Guard.
H. T.C,. 3011 011830~ p.2. Editorial comment Town Adjutant's and the guards'

17

Pro\oi:si onal Committee Iethn:s on the dismissal.
18 C.S.O. 11324 A., MemomndumMhurtoColonial Secretary of 3011011830.
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Line G by 20th October.

Phase II is the short movement to a tighter

cordon on Line H, which was occupied on 22nd Ot.1ober, and where a
static position was maintained until 16th November 1830. Finally, Phase
Ill covers a series of advances by the main body, from 17th to 25th
November, to East Bay Neck: where Arthur concluded the operation.

Phase I
An estimate of the strengths of the three divisions at the start of the
operation are based on the known strengths on 1st

*

2nd November

1830,19 these are proportionally increased to an approximation of 2200

as quoted by Arthur.

Strengths 1-2 Nov1830

Division
North em [M6ilor
Douglas) Including
lieutenant Aubin#s corps
on east em flank

Miiitsry

Civilisn

Total

Estimst e of t otal:s

70ct 1830{Pius 20%)

291

591

882

1058

79

235

314

371

West em (Captain
Went\Norlh}

111

462

633

760

Tllblls

541

1288

1829

2195

North West em (Captain
Donaldson)

.SCIJIIP.ap~ up.d.,. '"'Now 1830;Retum of StrengthM8jorDouglas~sliner"'.
factors which make this estimate onlyarough guide are; ciVilian volunteers progressively
joined during the advance in Phase I, and limited militaryreinforcements joined during
Phase II. from C.S.O. U324 AJ op.dl.~ Memorandum No.2 of 511011830 (Arthur to
Douglas) it is known that Mhurallocated 385 all rants to Douglas~:s diVisionp of which 14
had to be detached as depot guards.

19
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Movement towards line A start positions commenced on 4th October,
and included preliminary sweeping operations such as that by a part of
Wentworth's division. Lieutenant Croly's detachment, based at Bothwell,
together with volunteers, was ordered to search the banks of the
Shannon River and St. Patrick's Plains while moving up to their start line,
which extended from Lake Echo to Lagoon of lslands.20

These, and

other movements not shown on the 1831 Field Map (see Figure 7), are

incot'porated on a modern map (see Figure 12) which also duplicates
lines A to M of Figure 7.:n

The volunteers either moved out to tt1eir

designated Mations on the line by the 7th October, or progeasively
joined as the Line advanced towards their local area as in the case of
Dumaresq's corps.

Police Magistrate Edward Dumaresq's New Norfolk

parties were ordered to search the Mount Dromedary complex on the 9th
October, moving to secure the line of the pass to the northwest22 by the
afternoon of the 1Oth October,

to prevent Aborigines ahead of

Wentworth's Une escaping into the Dromeday area and southwards.23

The task of the Northern Division under Douglas was to clear the
areas to the south of Line A from the east coast to the western tiers east of
a line Lake River/Lake Sorell (see Figure12).

The North Western and

Western Divisions under Donaldson and Wentworth respectively, were to
clear the central highlar1ds to the west of Douglas's areas. Co,.ordir1ation
of these separate movements was achieved by Arthur's precise orders
and use of control lines (Lines C

M

D and E - F) for the Northern and

Western divisions which were to continue the d"ive to the south east of
A..IJillll.ar;t··Op~i~

op.dt.., p.240 {paragraph 9}.
:21 Map: Tasmar1ia South East~ 1:250,000, 1994. Photocopy oft his map as marked.
22
Presumably this pass approximated the modern minor road Gretru~IAIIenvale3 near
the Derwent River, running north east into the Jordon Riverwlleyat Elderslie (Figure 12).
23
A·.WN,'I•'t.~i~ op.t:fl., p.240(pamgraph 14).
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the colony.

Donaldson's division after clearing the north-west was to

patrol the central highlands in the general area of line B to capture any
Aborigines who may have slipped through Douglas's and Wentworth's
Unes.24 To protect the flanks of the main drive, lieutenant Aubin's corps
on the east coast guarded the passes down from the eastern tiers used

by the Aborigines. extending from Moulton La.goon/Freycinet Peninsula
in the north, south to Spring Bay.

Meanwhile, Dumaresq's corps

screened the southern flank. of Wentworth's advance.

Arthur closely supervised the whole operation by continual hard
riding as shown by his itinerary for the period 4th
(see Figure 13).25

An indicata- of this

~

20th October 1830

supervision is Arthur's

memorandum to Douglas of 6th October, in which he reprimanded
Douglas for not visiting "the Country to the Eastward & from St Paul's
Plains Southward, [as it] is quite defective from the want of more force."26
He went on to inform Douglas what immediate action he had taken to
correct the omission. While West had a poor opinion of Arthur's overall
plan, he complimented Arthur on the movement of the force (Phases I
and Ill) stating

that "arrangements were ably made, and the parties,

though they encountered difficulties unusual, reached the appointed
places with considerable precision."27

This is high praise for an

operation conducted with maps of limited value (inaccuracies of detail,
scale and direction, no contour lines, unsuitable for compass use, with
some unmapped areas such as Lake Leake and surrounding country).
Ibid~

pp.239-2421 for detailed orders to dMsions.
Co.o.•··dN'h.t'IW,;l•'iJILieiJI.erJiilni-GoJ•'HnN.4ftlturd.min§llte .C<!im',M'&;u1~ lite
.4bmi.P:r~ A.O.T.,C.S.O. 6611, 1 p. Thesamedetailwith amendments, is in Scott
Pap~ DfJ.dt.,. attached to letter Franldand to Scott~ undated of October 1830.
(Frankland, who tm.velled with Arthur 'W'83 ad-...ising Scott of his movements).
26
C.S.O. 11324 A, ttp.dt.,. Memorandum Mhurto Douglas of 611011830.
27 J. West, Dp.dt.,. Vol.ll., p.54.
:25
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Personal pocket compasses may have been privately owned and used
by some officers, but essential tools of field navigation; maps, compasses
and protractors were not issued by the Army. A map d-awn by Thomas
Scott and printed by James Ross,2B which sold for ten shillings, was used
on the Black Line (see Figure 14 for enlarged section).29

It is not known

whether individual leaders bought the map or whether some maps were
purchased using Colonial Funds.

In the advance in extended lines,

Arthur directed that contact was to be maintained by firing muskets,
blowing bugles, and parties calling out their number to adjoining pat·ties,
with Survey Department guides supervising the direction of march.

In

Phase I, when the line exceeded 120 miles in extent, the attention paid to
orders "rendered the movements much better executed than would have
been anticipated."30

From a soldier's viewpoint, Private Clarke of the

17th Regiment, who took part in the Black Line, wrote that "If anyone got
lost, we had to make fires in high mountains and to fire off guns for
signals, and if the lost party heard them they were guided by direction of
the sound until they could see the fire; however, we soon got used to it."31

Although he did not mention it in detailed instructions (Government
Order

No.1 0),

Arthur was considering a

subsidiary operation

for

Donaldson's division in the north east of the colony once the force was
no longer required in the central highlands. Arthur wrote to Donaldson:
2a
Maps. The follo'W'ing were the same map with minor additions:- M.l.~ zM2
88011830 (Map of Settled .A.rea.s); Z M2 880J 183011 (The Whales Head etc including
roads~ landowners and police districts); Z M2 8801183012~ (MS additions "Map Showing
the disposition of the Settlers &troops in Mhur.s Celebrated .,Black line""j. The House
of Commons 1831 field Plan, op.cit.. appears to be bMed on Scott's map, but not
attributed to him.
29 Part of Z MZ 88011830121 above. In black and white~ original maps were coloured.
30
AMm:;··Opemfl~ op.cit.., pp.244-245. Mlnar'sMemomndum, 2011111830,
(paragraph 4).
31
J. Clarke, op.dl.~ p. 174.
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I incline to think that it will be ... better to occupy the
Country which

I pointed out to

you

extending

[northwards] from George Town to Ben Lomand &.
from thence to St. Patricks Head - but you will of
course wait for more particular orders ... before your
present position [line B area) be altered.J2
On the same day that he wrote to Donaldson, Arthur sent a stinging letter
to a northern settler, James Cox, ordering him to immediately withd"aw
two parties which Cox had sent into the north-eastern region of the
colony.ll

These should have been sent to the east then south, as

directed by Arthur on the 6th October,34 to make up the weakness in the
Northern line over which he had reprimanded Douglas.

In his second

letter to Cox of 13th October, Arthur referring to conciliatory efforts in the
northQeaet, stated:

it appears ... extremely important first to attempt
conciliation with them ... the women ... sent out by Mr
Bateman [sic] had undertaken to bring in their Tribes,

Mr Robinson, who is certainly highly qualified for
communicating with these Natives was directed to
proceed along the coast. 35
In this same letter Arthur said he did not want to employ force in the northM
east until a "geat effort" had been made to capture the Oyster Bay and
Big River Tribes. As events later unfolded, during Phase II, Donaldson's

C.S.O. 11324 A~ Dp.d"# Memomndum Mhurto Donaldson. 1311011830.
33
ll!ld., letterMhurtoCoxof 1311011830. Mhur'sletterisconfusingtoread,as
apparentlythe person who o,.,;rote and signed the Jetter on Arthur's behalf {probably
fr:anldand), may not have fully understood his brief from Mhur. The final sense is clear
that Mhur'w'aS concemed overCox":s men making an intrusion into the undisturbed north
east otthecolony.
34
IIJld., letter Arthur to Cox, 611011830.
35 Ibid..;- leUerArthurtoCox, 1311011830.
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force was required to re-inforce the cordon and so was never committed
to the proposed northNeastern drive.

This letter to Cox illustrates an

important point in considering Ar1hur's strategic concept, that he saw
Robinson's mission as an integral part of his overall plan, of using both
force and conciliation as joint weapons to achieve his longer term goals.

The tough going experienced by the force during Phase I is indicated
in a memorandum written on 12th October, only six days into the
operatiort Arthur directed, through the Colonial Secretary, that by the
20th October, the Commissariat deliver 500 pairs of shoes to both the
Richmond and Prosser River depots.315

On 17th October, Arthur ordered

the Commissariat Storekeeper at Oatlands to immediately dispatch 200
pairs to Lake Sorell for Donaldson's division.37

Later Captain Mahon

wrote: "I have myself worn out two new pairs of strong Boots since I left
Oatlands."3&

The effect of hard marching, or poor quality footwear, was

reflected in a tender called by the Commissariat on the 15th October for
500 pairs of shoes "in addition to the above [tender], making together
2000 pairs. The whole will be required immediately. ''39

A minor incident with major implications occurred on 15th October
while Arthur was in the Jordan Valley.

An assigned convict, Thomas

Savage, mated that he had been abducted overnight by a g-oup of about
twenty Aborigines. Savage claimed that this group was controlled by an
escaped convict named Brown.

Arthur interviewed Savage late on the

·16th October, and, concerned that a white man was directing them,

37
38
39

Ibid,. Memorandum Mhurto Colonial Secretary, 1211011830.
ll!ld"~ Memomndum Mhurto Commissariat Storekeeper, Oal:laru.Js~ 1711 0116 30.
C.S.O. 11324 B, op.dy MemomndumMahontoDouglasJ 1211111830.
HT.C. Supplenutrll, 1811011830, p.2.
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immediately instigated an unsuccessful follow up of these reported
Aborigines.

A detailed description of this incident was published by

direction of Arthur, under Government Notice No. 203, with concluding
comment that Aborigines "have been guided by men worse than
savages."40

This resulted in an immedia·te tightening of security, with

Arthur warning Douglas that the Natives were headed by Europeans.
Vigilance was to be increased at night bivouacs with groups of three men
placed in extended line, with fires lit at each bivouac site and half way to
the next Each group was to maintain a sentry patrolling to the fires either
side of his position.

Once Douglas's division reached Line G, the

sentries would keep a constant patrol by day and night.41

During Phase

II, reports of escaped convicts accompanying the Aborigines inside the
cordon area were published in the pre:ss,42 and subsequently Arthur
inferred that their presence contributed to the failure of the line. 43

Apart from a report by one of Captain Donaldson's parties that 42
Aborigines had escaped to the west,44 the Northern and Western
divisions reached Line G without further incident.

1/Jid.J' pp.t-2.
41
C.S.O. 11324 .A., op.d._. MemorandumMhurtoDouglas, 1111011830.
42
H.T.t-':,. 2311011830~ p.2,and 2011111830, p.2,fore)Mlple.
43
Ibid., 2111111830~ p.2. Govemment Ordt"xNo.13 of 2611111830, pamgm.ph 6.
44
Ibid"" 3011011830, p.2, quoting aletterfrom Launc:e:ston dated 2511011830 and
referring hl sighting on 1811 011830. The party reportedly found 13 native huts at'"!d
some white clothing. On 24/1011830, the party retired from the highlands without
authority, drew rnl:ions and retumed to launceston. Subsequently, three ticket-of-leave

con'?ict:s in this patty( under command of Thomas Faro) had their tickets suspended for
desertion. GovemmentNoticeNo.212 of4l1 H1830(H.T.t.."";, 611111830, p.2;alsocross
references in C.S.O. 11324 Amd E). This unimpressive record, may cast some doubt on
the reported :sighting, or follow-up, of the 42 Aborigines.
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CHAPTER 6

The Black line : Phases I I and I I I

By the 20th October, the Northern and Western divisions were
established along Line G, and orders for the short advance from there to
Line H were issued.1

This was to commence at 10am next day, with the

major concern being to search the extensive Brown Mountain feature, on
which a signal fire was lit from 18th to 22nd October as a navigation aid.
This advance was completed by the night of 21st October, with stragglers
from Phase 1 continuing to come in to the line up to 24th October.2

While

the advance from lines G to H was taking place, Arthur ordered that any
Aborigines approaching East Bay Neck were to be observed, but not
obstructed in any movement towards F orestier's Peninsula.J

He also

directed that five roving parties were to operate inside Line H.

Because of reports of eightings of Aborigines inside the cordoned
area around lower Pittwater and Carlton, Arthur's intention on 24th
October, was that when:

C.S.O. 11324 A~ .op.cil..,. Memorandum Mhurto Douglas~ Wentworth and
Dumare:sq dal:ed~ in error, ":30 Octr 30." Scott in his paper.s~ made a copy oft his order
which he correctly dated as 20th October.
2
C.S.O. 11324 B. op.d."' Memor.andum Douglas to Mhur. 2411011630.
3
C.S.O. 11324 A, op.d..,. Memor.andum Mhurto lieutenant Barrow(?}, 63rd Regt
of 191 10118 30 being one of s evenll directives on this :subject before and after this date.
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all the parties [presumably stragglers] have joined
their several divisions it will be desirable to advance
the lines [from Line H) as soon as the nature of the

gound in front has been sufficiently examined. 4
Arthur in a separate memorandum, ordered Douglas to a meeting at Bam
on 25th October to receive orders to advance "unless it should happen to
rain in wh [which] case the Line will not be advanced.''5

At that time, due

to considerable rain, difficulty was being experienced in re-supplying the
force.

Arthur did not want to compound this logistics problem by

advancing into rough terrain under adverse conditions and cancelled the
advance due to "incessant rain" on the 25th October.&

At this stage an

event occurred which delayed the advance by a further three weeks, until
17th November 1830.

The reason for this radical change of plan is

explained by a contact involving a party commanded by a young settler,
Edward Walpole."'

The Hob.ivt Town Cout'ier reported from Prosser's Plains Ol'l 26th
October that four days earlier, five roving parties each of ten men, had
been sent into the area enclosed by the cordon searching for Aborigines
''to discover their fires and secure them if possible."e

If this is an accurate

report of the task. given, then they were authorised to attempt seizure of
the Aborigines. The orders issued by Arthur for these parties were:
Major Douglas will ... cause five parties [including
C.S.0.11324 A, op.t:il.,. Memorandum Mhurto Dtu.tgla:s~ 2411011830.
5
Ibid., Memomndum Mhurto Douglas.. 2411 OJ Hl30. This Is NOTthe :same
Memomndum asreferenc:edinfootnote4.
C.S.O. 11324 B~ op.cil.,. Memorandum Douglas to Mhur~ 2611011830, reported
6
that 'With Njncessant min yesterday the river is now mp.h.tl!'t'[Do t1 glas's emphasis) than
when your E:xc en enc~~ \VaS here ..,
7
J. Jorgenson~ up. d... p. 164 [Index]. . for name Edward .Alk':ffiS Walpole. H. Mel\lille.
op.cil., p. 99 "a young man"' and s eUler" p. 19 9 {lnd ex}.
8

H. T. c., 3011011830, p.2.
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Walpole as a named leader) ... to advance early
tomorrow ... to the Southward so as to thoroughly
scour the Country bounded on the East by the Sea &
on the West by the Bushy Plains road acco1·dir\g to
the arranged Plan .... parties are to be rationed for
Seven days.9
While these orders do not specify whether the patrols were to reconnoitre
and report back, or attempt capture, the parties' stn:mgths suggest the
latter.

This is an important point, as Arthur subsequently attributed the

failure of the Black: Line to Walpole's mismanagement of a contact.Hl
The area allocated to Walpole's party was declared by Arthur to be "the
most likely for the concealment of the Natives, and should be most
thoroughly examined."11

This was on the eastern flank, south of Line H,

and included the mountainous timbered complex called 'Three Thumbs'.

After an unsuccessful search on the 23rd October,12 on the afternoon
of the 24th, Walpole heard Aborigines hunting on the southern side of
Sandspit River, probably between Wielangta Hill ( Prossers Sugar Loaf)
-~,_.M,._"""""'"""'""--"'-"'..,......

.. _ _ _

.,..~-""~.,..,..""""'"'

C.S.O. 11324 A.. otn:if.,. Memoraru:lumMhurtoOouglas 2211011830.
Unf ort unal: ely there is no record of "'l he M'l!ln ged Plan"'. Bec:aus e of the :size of the partyJ
9

10 men [in regsrd to the nature of the enemy) it was strong enough to fight to capture
Aborigines {in modem terminology-a 'fighting paJ:rol1 as opposed to a few men who
could move :stealt hilyto reconnoitre (a ~reconnaissance patrol1
10
..t•s;~··t,."';!p~t~ up.d..., p.245. Memorandum of 20111l1630~MhuP...nites '1t
was most unfortunate that so good an opportunity ... [has] been missed~"' and Wm.,.
pJl4J OrderNo.13.
11
C.S.O. 11324 A~ qp.d.J" MemorandumMhurtoOouglas~ 2411011830. Mhur'w'M<
annoyed that Waipole~s patty did not depart at 7am on 23f 1011830 as ordered.
12
C.S.O. 11324 E, op.d..., Report Walpole to Mhur of 2911011830. The narrative for
Walpoh'l<1S contact is taken from this after action report to Arthur. However~ Walpole
ob\>iously got his dates \llfong~ for e~nple ill'According to orders received ... 1proceeded
on the 24th lnstanl'1'in fact in accordance loath orders~ he departed (somewhat late) on the
morning of 2311 011830~ see footnote 11. Therefore the reported sighting tool< place on
aftemoon of 24th{not 25th) and his attack took place at dawn on 25th{not 26th). Ryan in
her history(Ryan Q{J.d.J" p.112.) gives the date of W&lpoleJ:s contact as ""24 October".
She would have been more correct to have \lll'itten the .nrnight 24125 October'.
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and Jacobs Hi11,13

and watched until about 5pm when the Aborigines

had settled for the night (see Figure 12 for probable site).

Walpole

collected his pany which he had earlier split, and by good navigation and
fieldcraft, "placed them within 300 yards of the natives where we waited
until dawn."

While his attack of 25th October on a shelter containing five

men resulted in two captured and two Aborigines being shot and killed,
the main group of Aborigines, across a small creek, escaped, leaving 30
spears, 20 blankets, and other items.

Returning towards Arthur's

headquarters at Sorell, Walpole encountered another roving party with
an Aboriginal guide who interrogated Walpole's captives.

The captives

revealed that they were part of a group of 26 men, 9 women and 6
chilcten from the Oyster Bay and Big River Tribes making towards
Prosoors Plains and the Lakes.

This intelligence would have react·1ed

Arthur by late afternoon on 25th October,14 by which time he would have
received a report of an early morning attempt by an Aborigine to break
through the Line, and who was forced to retreat back towards the Three
Thumbs.15 Regarding Walpole's contact, Arthur stated:
This event, ... led to the determination to contiraue in the
position taken up on the 24th October [first occupied by
22nd instant], and to send within the circle a sufficient
force, in roving parties, to discover and capture the
Natives who lurked in these haunts.

To effect this

without too much weakening the posts, it became

Based on Walpole's description of the countryincluding 5 miles from Captain
Glover's hut (see figure 7, sho'IIJI1 on the southem shore of the bay at Sands pit Point).
14 The distance from the likely attack site to Sorell direct, l:tjfmap, is 261t:ilometres~
Walpole would have followed the best going, which on figure 12 would approximate the
lines K-L, being thegeneralline oft he minorroads and tl1':l!Cks which to day link Sands pit
Point and Sorell. He certainly passed south of Middle Peal<, a:s he met the other pwty\Nith
the Aboriginal guide at Bream Creek.
15
C.S.O. 11324 B, op.d..., Memorandum Douglas to Mhur, 2511011830.
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necessary to call Captain Donaldson's division down
from the Lakes... During the interval the Natives made
repeated efforts to burst through the line.1e
Thus, Walpole's contact resulted in the advance from Line H being
postponed until after Donaldson's division marched down fronl the
central highlands.

It also led to the cancellation of Arthur's projected

sweep through the north-eastern areas of the colony. Robertson's
proposal to hold a strengthened cordon in the Line H area in the
expectation that the Aborigines would to attempt a breakout was
vindicated.17

Arthur blamed Walpole for failing to capture the whole Aboriginal
goup, reasoning that the attack site "was sufficiently near the lines to
have admitted of a large force being that night marched upon the point
where the natives lay encamped."1&

This statement was an apparent

deliberate distortion of truth19 to shift the blame for the poor results
achieved during the Black Line onto another. The nearest troops to the
contact site were about

thirteen

kilometres away to the north of the

Three Thumbs (see Figure 12 for probable site). With the Aborigines not
camping until 5pm, and darkness falling at about 7.30pm on 25th
October,2o a messenger from Walpole would not have returned to the

cordon until after dark.

Douglas then needed to hastily collect a force

from across a wide section of the Line as he had no reserve, and
A•N.l•'t..'lpemli~

op.cil., p.245. Arthur's memorandum, 2011111830.

11

supm., p.so.

18
19

A•at;~··Op.etafi~ op.ci!.,

p.2i5. Mhur's memorarn.IYm, 2011 H 1630.

That Mh ur"~wU incapable of calculating this simple time and :spec e problem is not
believable.
20
East em standsrd time tase d for darkness. There would have been little assistance
from moonlight a:s it 'w'a'S in the first quarter, rising aJ: 1Op.m. (J. Ross, op.t:it.J' p.14, moon
torMonday 2511 011830). "''nces:sMt" ro.in overt his period "YYould, especially bynight,
have reduced lii:sibilityand made the going more difficult. (Supra..~ footnote 6, p.67).
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presumably could not afford to denude part of his line by ordering out a
complete corps, less a few sentries.

In the unlikely event that Douglas

had a force on the move by 9.30pm, it would have been poorly briefed
and not properly organised for a difficult night march in single file
following one or two guides.
mountainous terrain,

it is

On their approach over the timbered
likely the

force would

disorganized, men injured and sections lost

have become

Even as a coherent

command, they could not have stealthily surrounded the site before
dawn, and had they accidentally blundered towards it, the Aborigines
would have fled.

If the camp site beerl closer to the line than shown on

Figure 12, the same general problems would have applied.

Arthur did not waste time once he decided to hold fast along line H.
On the evening of 25th October after inspecting the line, he had orders
d"afted and despatched to divisional commanders on means to improve
security..21 Steps included creating a continuous line of obstructions
made of fallen trees to create an "abattis" [abatis] with sharpened
branches facing towards the cordoned area and placed behind the
cordon, while forward of the line, palisades were to be erected (see
Figure 15).22 Additionally, skirmish parties were to be readied to operate
·forward of the cordon, the "Ails well" call was to be punctually passed
every half hour, and Douglas and Wentworth were ordered to submit
incident reports to reach Arthur by 7am daily. Then at midnight on the
25th/26th October, he had orders, endorsed "Immediate", sent to
Donaldson, directing that after leaving a protective guard for the Clyde

c.s.o. 11324 A. op.cit.., Memorandum ~.rthurto Douglas. 2511011630.
22 1/Jid., third page of orders in fr.anldarul;s 'w'riting 3ho'W'ing diagrams as 3ent to divisional
commanders.
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District, he was to march his force to Richmond with maximum speed.23
This force of 314 men24 arrived at a bivouac site east of Richmond on 1et
November 1830.

On the 2nd November Arthur prefaced his orders by

paying tribute to the rapid march made by Donaldson's men.:2s

With

reports

continuing

to

circulate

that

white

men

were

accompanying the Aborigines,26 who were still attempting to escape
through the cordon,27 Arthur continued issuing orders to correct
slack:.nese, and improve eecurity. In a typical order on 29th October, he
instructed corps commanders to each have five men patrol

a mile ahead

of their section of the line, making maximum noise to deter the Aborigines
and to leave a few fires by night to give the appearance that the g-ound
was occupied.28

With the unseasonal rains "very much adding to the

fatigue and difficulty of the expedition",29 it is not surprising that
Lieutenant Aubin reported to Douglas that a few volunteers had
deserted.30

With the imminent arrival of Donaldson's division, Arthur

ordered that vigilance be increased for the few days remaining "before
the completion of the Undertaking. "31

On Sunday, 31st October, Arthur issued orders that "the final

24

26
26

Ibid.., Memomndum Mhur to Donaldson, 2511011830, "'12.p.m.~~'[midnight]
SC.ott Pop~ op.d(, strength 1-211111830: 19 military and 235 ci'Yillans.
C.S.O. U324 A, op.cil. MemOR!I'ldum Arthur, 211111630, no distribution listed.
H. 7.(.."':._, 3011011830, p.2. A "'print of ashoe ...as wom by Europeans distinc:tlyse,Em~~'
for example.

27

Ibid.

28

C.S.O. 11324 ~ Qp.cil.., Memorandum .Aithurto Douglas, 2911011830.
H. r.c. 3011 on 830, p.2.
C.S.O. 11324 B. op.cil.,. Report Douglas to Arthur. 26t 1011830.
C.S.O. 11324 A, Qp.d~ Memor:andum .Aithurto Douglas and WentW'orth,

:as
30
31

30110118:30.
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movement for the capture of the Tribes within the Lines, "32 would
commence at 12 noon on 1st November. This was an optimistic order as
Donaldson's force. which was integ-al to the plan, had not yet arrived,
and ottter commanders who had much preliminary work, did not receive
their orders until late on the 31st, in Douglas's case, not until 10.30pm.JJ
The folly of such precipitate orders to mount a major operation became
evident when Douglas, after an immediate assessment, advised Arthur
that he could not comply with orders due to deficiencies in stores and
rations.l4

As a commander, this indicates a weakness in Arthur's

appreciation
Consequently,

of

time

the

and

space

movement was

in

deployment

delayed for

over

procedures.
24

hours,

commencing after the stipulated time of noon on 2nd November.
Otherwise it proceeded in accordance with Arthur's plan.ls

37 parties

each of seven men (22 from Douglas's and 15 from Wentworth's
divisions) with each man armed and carrying five days rations, moved
just ahead of the line. Gaps created in the Line, were filled by remaining
personnel moving to their left, with the large gap created on the right of
the line being filled by Donaldson's division.

Once gaps were closed

after noon, the 37 roving parties departed. Their task was to "advance
towards the S.E.

~driving

the Natives in that directkm or capturing them &

on the 4th day wifl reach East Bay Neck, where they will receive further
orders." The movements were in accordance "with a rough plan of the

Ibid.., Memorandum Arthur {to presumably di'llisional commanders l~ 3111 011830.
C.S.O. 11324 B, up.cit.., Memorandum Douglas to Arthur, 111111830.
C.S.O. 11324 A~ tJp.dl.., Memorandum Mhur{to presumably dMsional
commaru:lers)$ 31110118 30.
35
Ibid.., Memorandum Mhurto Dougli!IS~ 411111630. Mhur expressed cone em at
the late departure of the O&lands party and of parties from Captain WentwortMl di\<ision
due to ..,.'lov'ant of Tea.-Sugar, and Flour" which t 11 e Commi:s:ssrial: assured M hur were
foi"W'aa"ded in adequal:e quantities to the Pross em Plains depot.
32
33
34
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Country" <tawn by Scott (see Figure16).36

Anhur, in a memorandum sent to London summing up the result of the
<tive from 2nd to 6th November, blamed the adverse weather for the lack
of success.37 His journal entry better described the situation and morale:
Saturday 6th Rode to East Bay neck

~

and there

found some of the Roving parties Already Arrived- In
the Course of the day, about 25 parties came in They had had to struggle with most unfavourable wet
weather and they had seen no Natives Whatever
Many parties had followed the same track.

~

All

seemed very desponding, and discouraged by their
want of success.38
Previously, Arthur had planned that when the roving parties reached East
Bay Neck (presumably after being re-supplied there), they would
conduct a return push northwards, driving the remaining Aborigines back
onto the cordon.39

In the event, with the morale of the volunteers low, he

ordered their direct return to Sorell .-~o

Arthur's ''final movement" had

failed, and he had to reconsider future plans.

By the commencement of operations on 2nd November, civilian
morale was becoming a problem, making any undue extension of the
Black Line unacceptable. Arthur exhorted civilian leaders on 31st
October:
Scot! P•~ op.dl., rough sketch map without title. This could possibly have
been a wolting sketch a;s :38 instead of 37 parties are represented ahead of the cordon
line before movement commenced.
37
A..Ws;t··Opt'f&"l~ op.d. p.245.
lS
C.S.O. 11324A~ fJp.cit.... Joumm entry611 111830.
39 Ibid.. . Memomndum Mhur(to presumably Donaldson) 211 U1330, second page.
40
Ibid.... Joumm entry 711111830. Parties to retum on 811111830.
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Hie Excellency [is] fully aware of the great privations
& inconvenience wh (which] the leaders as well as
those serving with them have been suffering by so

protracted a separation ·from their families & homes. 41
Reports of desertions were increasing. Thomas Grant, a free man, paid
to substitute for a convict, was sentenced to ten weeks hard labour for
deserting the Line and selling his issue musket. 42

A letter in the press

from Macquarie River stated, "I blush to the bone when I tell you that
certain V()/unteers from this neighbourhood have crawled home from the
line within the last fortnight. "43 The Ha/.:l.rl/1 Tow" Ct>1111er questioned:
It will never we trust be said of any of us, that while
the military who have comparatively no stake in the
ultimate success of the colony, do not <:i'eam, nor
indeed would they dare to desert their ranks, which
indeed they could not do without the charge of
cowardice or the risk. of being shot for desertion, we,
who though we may have come forward in the first
instance voluntarily, should lay down our honour and
turn our backs upon our duty. 44

The strain of the continuing operation was also telling on Arthur's
subordinates including Douglas, (a senior officer sometimes surprisingly
ignorant or careless of conditions of the officers and men serving under
his command) who demanded an official En'lquiry into his own actions

C.S.O. 11324 A. Q!J.d'.,.. Memorandum Mhurto 15 named Am'lyOfficer.s~
31110 t 830. These officers were responsible to inform the civilian leaders.
42
H. 7.(..":, 6/1111830, p.2.
43
I!Jid., 1311111830,p.2.
44
I!Jid,. 1311111830~ p.3.
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"before a competent tribunal"45 because Arthur had pointed out the
uneven distribution of troops and lack of vigilance within corps of
Douglas's division:46

Douglas and Captain Mahon also carried on a

vitriolic correspondence,47 while Deputy Assistant Commissary General
Browne demanded an "open" Court of Enquiry into his own conduct
during the Black Line. 48

It is also evident that tensions were building

between military commanders and civilians.

For example, Douglas

reported "Mr Proctors scouring [sic] party have been at this station now

16 hours Doing Nothing, they refuse to furnish even a sentry at night for
their own protection,'!49 and Lieutenant Ovens referred a case to Douglas
where

Constable

Wallace

"positively refused"

to

obey

orders.so

Throughout this period, the soldiers, sometimes with toes protruding from

worn

boots,51

and

under

wretched

conditions,

caused

minimal

administrative and disciplinary worries to their officers and N.C. 0. 's. s2
C.S.O. 11324 6,. op.d.., letterDougla.s to Mhur of 511111830 . .A.Iso see footnote
51 form exam pie o~ Dougla.s~:s indifference to condition of troops under his command.
415 C.S.O. 11324 ~ op..cit.~ Memorandum Mhurto DougiM1 411111830.
47
C.S.O. 1/324 6~ op.d... Memorandum Mahon to Douglas.. 12/1111830. As a classic
e~ pie: i iJ am obliged to you for hints as to "'"st')lhr'~~'- but really with a pi ec: e of Batk to
support the paper one is writing on ... there is not much room forseiect Sentencesrounding of periiods- balancing of expression.""
48
C.S.O. 11324 EJ op.dl,. letter Bro\Yne to Charles Mhur{Colonial AD.C.)1
2211111830.
49 C.S.O. 11324 BJ op.cit., RepoltDouglastoMinar1 311111830. Douglas cut oft
Proctor's rations and referred the matter to Mhur. Proctor stal:ed"'he has no Doubt but
your EX&ellencywilllisten to him as well as to ... [Douglas]""'.
50 Ibid.,. Report Ovens to Douglas~ 1H 1111830.
51
Ibid.,. LeUer Mahon to Douglas. 1H 1H HJ3 0. ""Many days have elapsed since lfirst
applied [to Douglas] for shoes - for'lr!alnt of which many men~ I apprehend 'Will not be able
to mareh on Sundayne:4 .... The Toes of some m::tuallyappearthrough their Boots"'.
Douglas ad\lised Mh~.tr thai: ace ording to Mahon his corps were "almost boot! ess» (Ibid.,
Memo Douglas to Mhur~ 1111111830). Mahon responded to caustic comments by
Douglas (footnote 4 7 above) and demanded thai: this letter of 1211111830 be fot"w'Mded
to Mhur, so that action coYid be taken on his mens' lack of boots. Douglas fOf'w'al'ded this
:second letter Yndercover of aMemorandYm to MhYr ot 1311111830.
52
The only case of a lapse in discipline recorded in line files reviewed fort his thesis,
'w'M thai: of Private Haggan, 57th Regiment, who \II'8.S absent from his place of night duty
and then used threatening language to Constable Buxton"' ( C.S.O. 11324 B; b!J. dl.,.
Memomndum U. Ovens to Douglas, 111111 t 830). This is al'm"e exmnple of a soldier on
the line beir1g under civil command, an old problem recurring.
45
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Phase Ul
After failing to see any sign of Aborigines on the "final movement" of
2nd~

6th November, Arthur was probably relieved when several reports

were received on

7th~

8th November of natives inside the cordon.

One

was of a large tribe in extensive scrub north of Iron Creek,53 while two
men and a boy were reported on the Carlton, M· and six or seven
Aborigines were seen by two men on their way to Pittwater .55

Arthur

quickly organized a vigorous search for the reported tribe using roving
parties returning from East Bay Neck. and 50 to 60 men each from
Donaldson's and Wentworth's divisions.ss

This search was still

continuing,s7 when on 10th November 1630, he issued a warning order
to Douglas for what became the final <tive of the Black Line:
the Roving parties have as far as is known at Head arts
been unsuccessful up to the present period [search for the
reponed tribe], &. many of the Leaders have been quite
impatient for the last 3 days to return to their Homes

~

It

appears therefore impossible to continue much longer to
hold the present position, & the Col Comg [Colonel
Commanding,

Arthur]

has determined upon

mak.ing a

forward movement on Sunday next [14th November) hoping
before that day that the new Position upon wh [whicl1) the
Line will be halted [Line K] ... will be thoroughly examined &
the trees mark.ed. In the meantime the roving parties will be
C.S.O. 11324 A, op.dl. Memor.andum Mhurto Douglas, 911111830.
Ibid.,. Joum61 entry, 811111830.
C.S.O. 11324 B; .up.dl.,. MemotW'IdumDouglastoMhur1 711111830. Afollowup
'Wa'5 unsucce:sshll.
66
C.S.O. 11324· A~ op.cil.,. Memomndum Mhurto Douglas; 911 111330.
6i
The search proved un:successfui(C.S.O. U324A, op.d.,. Joumal, 111 1111830].
53
M
66

.l'
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continually occupied in marching thro the Scrub & Tiers
which extend from the right of the Line to the Three thumbs
[between Lines Hand K] ... to secure the movement.58
Advising that further orders would follow, Arthur directed Douglas to

prepare his division to move with seven days rations, and to attach a
bugler to Wentworth's division.

By the 12th November, Arthur was waiting "impatiently" for the
surveyors to report that the track. and line marking was completed. oo

He

advised Dough.!ls60 that he now planned to advance with Donaldson's
and Wentworth's divisions first,61 therefore Douglas's division would
remain in place for a few extra days.e2

On Sunday 14th November, the

day scheduled to commence the main advance, Arthur advised there
would be another day's delay while still waiting for the surveyors to
complete their tasks.eJ

Meanwhile, he ordered a preliminary advance of

part of the western side of the cordon from lines H to Z (see Figure 12).154
This was done during 15th November,65 with the movement covered by
the roving parties which the day before scouted ahead of the advance,

and then on the 15th/16th November cleared southward to Iron Creek
securing the southern boundary of Line K by the 17th.66

59

60
61
62
63

C.S.O. U324A; op..cil." Memor.andumArthurtoDoughl!.:S; 1011111830.
Ibid.} 1211111830.
Ibid.

From line H to K.

Before mo\'ing from line H to L on the east of line K.
C.S.O. 11324 A~ op.dt.~ Mennorandum Mhurto Dot.fglas, 1411111830.
64 Ibid.., Memorandum M hurt o Vicary, 131111183 0.
156
Ibid.,. Jo umal, 151111183 o. Note: Frnnldm d incorrectly dated the Journal from
Monday, 1511111830 (which he dated 16th) through to the Thursday.
M
1/Jid.,. Memorandum Mhurto Vicary, 1311 U 1830 for orders. Additional detail for

theadwnceto...,.aNew-Po:sition'"{UneZ) beingi:s:sued on 1411111630,(//Hd.,. Mhurto
Douglas).
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On the 15th November, while Line Z was being secured, Arthur
issued written orders for searching inside the cordon southward to the
Iron Creek/Sandpit River (Line K - L).67

With the thick scrub and rugged

terrain, especially in the Wielangta Hill (Prosser's Sugar Loaf) and Three
Thumbs complex, Arthur planned to do this in two phases. These were:
Firstly,

on 17th November Wentworth's, Donaldson's and part of

Douglas's divisions would advance in an easterly direction from Lines l
- H to K, with Douglas's elements and Wentworth's division securing the
northern part of Line K, Donaldson was to secure the remainder of the
eastward facing Line K and part of the southern boundary of the same
line. The remainder of the southern part of Line K having already been
secured by Captain Moriarty's roving parties. This movement was to be
completed by the night of 17th November (see Rough Sketch below).

67

lltid." Memorandum Mhurto (presumably) di\'Wional command em and Captain
1511 H1830.

Moriarty~
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Secondly: Douglas, concentrating the remainder of hie division on Line
H eastward of Line K, was to advance on the 18th November from Line
H, generally in a southmeasterly direction thoroughly searching the
difficult terrain. As Douglas's line progressively drew level with eastward
facing corps stationary on Line K, these corps were to peefuoff and join
Douglas's advancing line, adding density to the numbers scouting the
frontage from line K on the west to the sea on the east With two night
halts included in this slow advance, Douglas's augmented line was to
reach Line L (the extension of the southern boundary, of Line K) by 20th
November (see Rough Sketch).

Detailed movements for all corps, in

both of the above phases, are shown on Scott's sketch map (see Figure
17) which provided the basis of the above rough sketch.68

The advance to Line K - L generally took. place in accordance with
Arthur's plan. By the 19th November, due to the heavy scrub preventing
Douglas's line remaining intact, Arthur authorised the advance be
continued in a "more independent manner".

Parties were to be divided

into groups of five men who were to keep near each other but not to
move over the same ground.

The inS1ruction also gave details of re··

supply along Une K ~ L and that the whole force would move due south
on 22nd to reach East Bay Neck by the evenir1g of 25th November,
where rations would again be available.59

Finally, due to a reported

sighting of Aborigines near Pittwater on the 17th November, 10
wessed vigilance as the "Natives are mill in front"

Arthur

In a separate

68
~oN~~ op.t:it.,. untitled sketch map, undated~ 'Y.'ith Scott'sfilingnotation(on
ne:xt page) reading ~ovr. 1830 Plan of Movements."
69
C.S.O. 11324 A~ op.dt"' Memorandum ~thtJrto dMsional commanders and
Moriarty; 1911111830.
70
Ibid.., ..1oumal entries 11th and 18th Novem ber{inc orrectly dated as 18UH:\n d 19th).
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memorandum, he advised that in order to create as much noise as
possible during the advance, on ·t91h November the following blank
ammunition was to be distributed:

1500 rounds to Douglas, ·1 000 to

Wentworth and 750 each to Donaldson and Moriarty .71

The final advance to East Bay Neck took place without further incident
or reports of Aboriginal sightings.

Meanwhile the Commissariat had

been ordered to have 2000 rations for three days available for issue at
that location on the morning of 26th November.72

On this date, Arthur

issued a detailed order for the re--deployment of the military forces from

the line to their normal stations. 7l

Returning to their normal stations, the troops reverted to their role of
supporting the civil

power.

For a period the Aborigines were

comparatively inactive, and Robinson, who during the period of the Line
had accepted thirteen surrenders, continued with his conciliatory mission
taking into protection the last of the Big River Tribe in December 1831.

I!Ji.d._. Mem oi'W'I dum M hurt o dMsi onal c otmna.n ders and Moriatty~

19~ 1111 830.

72 l!Ji.d... Memot-andumCharlesMhurA.D.C.toD.A.C.G. Bt"O'Wtle, 2311111830.
73 Ibid~, Memorandum~ unsignedtoDo1..1glas, 2611111630. There is no directive on file
forth e dis ba.n ding of the civil vol unt eer.s.
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CHAPTER 7

The Black line in Retrospect

While the counter--insurgency campaign in the police districts has
never been subjected to major criticism or controversy, the reverse
applies to the Black Line. As the major operation of the guerilla war, it
has been the centre of interest for contemporary writers and historians.
Even the number of men engaged is subject to disputation.

Arthur's

figure of 22001 is taken as a maximum number, dropping to 1829 by 1st2nd November,2 then, with reMinforcements from Hobart, rising to 2000
by 26th November 1830.3

Therefore an average strength of 2000 men

quoted by Jorgenson, appears a reasonable figure.4

Holmrt Tovvn

Coui~

Melville,& and the

gave numbers "upwards" of 3000, while

Knopwood quoted 4000,7 and Melville's Almanacks of 1831 and 1832
stated "a force of no less than four thousand civilians" assembled. s West
gave the highest figure of nearly 5000, with 1500 from Hobart Town and
Su~".P p. 56. Taken as am6Ximum number as Mhurtended to paint a (best
picture'in any reports going to london.
2
Su~.J p. 59, and footnote 19.
3
Su~. . p.81)onal:ionrequirement, 2611111830.
4
J. Jorgenson, op.cit. . p. 107.
rs
H. Melville, op.cil., p.91.
6
H. r.c".P 1611011830, j:L2.

7
8

R. Knopwood, op.cii".P p.566.
Al~~es.~~

op.cit"$ 1831, p.147and 1832p ,:1.134.

500 from Launceston.e
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But it is hardly feasible that up to 3000 men

could have been raised elsewhere in the colony.
historians have failed to ag-ee,

As an example of how

Ryan quotes 2000,10 Reynolds 2200,11

Bonwick12 Fenton1l Chapman14 and Turnbuii1S give a figure of about

3000, and Jackman about 5000.16

This diversity, in both contemporary

and historical records, illustrates a major concern in the study of the
Black Une, which is that a 'mythology' has grown up because a narrow
range of primary sources has beerl used, re··used, and at times
embellished.

A classic case is Davies's work:,17 based on Bonwick's but

including his own particular errors.

Arthur, in his despatches, apparently did not hesitate to place a
biased interpretation on events to improve his image in London.

Reports

of Walpole's contact show how a historical 'mythology' can develop from

a

study of contemporary sources if reported 'facts' are accepted at face

value.

Reference has already been made to unfair criticism in Arthur's

memorandum of the 20th November that Walpole should have obtained

re--inforcements before attacking.1S

...

~-~--""""·'--~~"""~="""""",._,.,.~.,..,.~~~~

9
10
11

12
13

.......

Arthur developed this theme in his

~~-

J. West. op.cit~ Vol.ll.. p.49.
L Ryan, op.ctl., p. 112.
H. Re'11'\ol ds~ F.Wtnll.flli'llll People, (Ringwood, 19 95}, p. 111.
,1. Bon\Yic:k, op.cit.., p. 151.

J. Fenton; op.cit.• p.1 08.

P. Chapman, ( ed.), G.T .W.B. Boyes, op.cit.,. footnote 31 to p.380.
C. Tumbull, ~H'~ T..teE"I/~tDn-dl..t.?T~?.4bm"~e~
(Melbourne.. Reprinted 1965 t p.118.
16
S. W. Jackman, ..4 ~~·~loOut,a~ .4 Podmit SX"etc..t qfSli'Ge.w-ge.4lth$H'&( .Pt;
14

15

..tt.~{Melbotln'H!!,

1979}, p.SS.

17
D. Davies. :r..tel.asl.flflheT~ (London. 1973t passim. For example; a
footnote to p.93 stated Atthur'w'.M also the Govemor of the Van Diem en's land
Company~ on p.114.. the Black line commenced from aline dm."Wn from Waterloo Point to
lake Echo as"'ld on p.111. ~r Austen the very active magistmte of Oatlands.»
18
Su~., pp.70~71.
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despatch to london of the same date.19

He made a dubious claim that

Walpole disregarded his orders not to attempt captures but to only "gain
information".

Anhur inferred that as a consequence, "Since this

occurrence . .. endeavours to surround or drive on the Natives towards
East-bay Neck have been unavailing."

From Arthur's statements and

actions from 25th October, as described in this thesis, particularly the
despatch of 37 capture parties of 7 men each, it is argued this latter
statement is a fabrication ·· yet strictly it is factual as subsequently no
other contacts took: place.

Arthur's definitive statement came in

Government Order No.13 of 26th November which claimed that had it not
been for Walpole's actions "the whole measure [Black. Line] would
probably have been crowned with success. "20

Arthur as a commander appears to have lacked two particular
qualities. One was a failure to appreciate time and space between the
issuing of an order and the time available for subordinates to comply.
He failed to allow time to prepare and transmit orders, or for the
necessary pre-operational preparation required prior to execution, as
already exampled by his "final movement" orders on 3·1 st October . 21

In

Phase Ill a similar failure was shown in his orders dated 15th November,
which were long and had to be copied at least five times before

de1ivery.22

Their receipt caused Major Douglas to make the following

retort to Arthur:
I have this Moment 10 o clock. AM received your
Excellencys instructions for the intended Movements

19
:20
21

22

A•Bt,l··Op~tQ.m:. op:cit. , p.231. Despatch Mln.at·to Sir G. Munay~ 2011111830.
H. T.C.., 2711111330} p.2.
Su~ pp.12-73.
Copies to three diVisional commanders, Captain Moriarty and file.
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beginning tomorrow and to continue up to Saturday
20th inst

with an

~

In the Absence of et~ything Cc.mnected

Order.tY room

[presumably

Douglas's

emphasis] I shall endeavour to the utmost of my

power to furnish in time Copies of instructions for the
guidance

of

Lt.

Pedder

Capt.

Mahon

Capt.

Macpherson Capt Baylee Lt. Grove Lt. Ovens and Lt.
Aubin.23
The above quotation, illustrates a complementary lack in Arthur as a
commander, namely hie over insistance, and over reliance, on written,
compared to verbal orders.

Arthur may have been displaying a general

weakness of his times, as the statement by Douglas illustrates that he too
followed the same slavish routine of distributing written orders, when by
despatch of runners. he could have quickly called together a meeting of
his corps commanders to issue Arthur's and his own orders, and discuss
problems raised in consequence. In retrospect, with the passage of
orders from Arthur downwards, this failure to issue verbal orders,
followed if necessary by written confirmation, is a major weakness in
command and control.

A practical disadvantage of written orders, was

demonstrated in Jorgenson's advice to Douglas that a copy of an order
sent down the line was "in so mutilated a state that the leaders could not
well make out its contents. "24

In assessing total casualties during the Black line, there is little
dispute amongst contemporary writers and historians that the Aborigines
sustained two killed and one man and a boy captured, but details of
British casualties vary. Melville stated that four or five troops were killed
24

C.S.O. 11324 B~ Q{J.dt.... Memoro.ru:h1m Douglas to Mhur, 1611 U 1630.
C.S.O. 11324
op.dt.... MemotN"~dum Jorgenson to Douglas~ 811111830.
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by accident, but then asserts only one prisoner was taken who later
escaped.25

Turnbull

uncritically

accepts

this

statement

without

acknowledging its source.2s Douglas does not appear to have reported
any troop casualties during the Black line,27 and nominal rolls of
personnel on the line record only that a volunteer, Isaac Hall from Broad
Marsh, died of "wounds in his Arm".28

West noted that accidents were

few though some fatal and that one soldier was wounded.29 The press,
in an article of 2'7th October, reported one sentry having received two
spear wounds.lo

While troops were criticised for lack of determination31 efficiency and
discipline-32 in operations in the police districts, on the Black Line they
carried out soldierly duties33 appropriate to their training and discipline.

Under command of their own company officers and
adverse conditions, they performed well.

N.c.o.·s and despite

The day after the Black Line

dispersed, Arthur published the following Garrison Order which summed
up his views on the troops of the 17th, 57th and 63rd Regiments:
The Colonel Commanding has great pleasure in

H. Melville, op.cit._, pp.1 02-103. Melville1S count may have included those killed by
Aborigines opeml:ing in the rear of the line during the period~ as a figure given by
Re'ynolds of 4 settlers killed and 11 wounded (H. Reynoh:Js, op.cit., p. 119}, beaffl a
close res em blanc: e to those quoted byMe1....;11e for "l:ro op" cas u&lti es. MeMile appears to
have painted a bleak picture to suit his motives of personal animosity against Mhur.
26
C. Tumbull~ op.cit._, p.119.
27
C.S.O. 11324 B, op.cit._, p8$Sim.
28
C.S.O. 11324 D~ op.dl"' "Nominal Rehtm of Civilians in the Division underthe
Command of Lieut. Murray 17th Regt 2oth Novr. 1830:'-'
29 J. West, op.dl., Vol.ll, p.54.
30
H. T.C..,. 3011011830, p.2.
31
:J'upm., p. 30.
l2
Supt?Jt~ pp.25-26 and p.31.
33
Guarding e:on\>'icts ( Su~ p.8) end being under· cotnman d of d....;lians in the field,
being unsoldierly, whereas advancing to contact in Phases I and Ill and holding aline of
picquets in Phase II was the rever.se.
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announcing his entire satisfaction in the zeal arad
good conduct which has been displayed by the
whole of the military force erYlployed in the interior
since the beginning of October for the capture of the
aboriginal natives. That the enterprise .. .

has been

unsuccessful cannot in any degree be imputable to
the want of zeal

or energy on the part of the officers

and

employed,

soldiers

who

have

exerted

themselves to the very utmost)J4
As the individual performance of the troops was creditable compared to

the volunteers, contemporary writers and historians (with the exception

of e. dubious statement by Levy3o), have had no interest in any
controversial canvassing of their merit, and Australian military historians,
with larger fields to explore, have virtually ignored both the campaign in

the police districts and on the Black Line.36 Descriptions in regimental
histories of units involved vary from being sketchy to non existent,37 both
the British and Australian Armies have long forgotten this minor

campaign.

H. C. "V'rily.. op.d, p.195,Gam:son0rder, 2711111830.
35 M. C.l. levy, op.dt.., p. 114. Levystal:ed that Mhur'1elt disgmced byfailurtn,,.rhich,
he believed had been brought about by unreliable personnel of his 0'11111 [military]
prof e:s:si on"'.
36
G. 0 dg ers, op.df.., ~ chapter I "The British .A.rmy in Austrnlia"igrwres the
campei gn event hough he has references to An gl e:s ea Barr.acks and "fort Mul grave»,
p. 14.
I. Grant, .4~ion. ~.,··at.4&<W'*tA~~·'HMt!f.J~ (Milsons Point, 199 2), fiM$Im.
Despite articles on the ""Castle Hill Rebellion [ Cmtlf.llafhmn~.~~~~·']"", pp.76-H and "'Maon
Wars ( <.'"'.m'~)J\;0, pp.224-225, Gront also ignores the campaign.
37 The 63rd Regiment's History gives the campaign one paragraph plus reproducing
the quoted Garrison Order (ti.C.~Iy, up.d., p.195), the 17th Regiment devotes
seven lines to service in Van Diem en's land (E.A.H.Webb, op.cll.., p.130), and the 57th
'With nesrly 200 men committed fora considerable period to campaign in the police
districts as well as on the Black line, records only that ""Subsequentlystrong
detachments W'ere :sent to Norfolk Island and Van Diem en's land"', (H.J.WoollrightJ
op.d., p.229).
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In December 1830, gauged from

pres~&

and other reports,39 Arthur

achieved public acclaim for sharing the hardships of his men, and being
constantly active, but he became subject to increasing criticism by his
contemporaries and later by many historians.
achieved

even

moderate

success

in

Had Arthur's Line

capturing

or <tiving

smne

Aborigines into the Forestier's and Tasman's Peninsulas, he would have
been

hailed

"as an

eminent benefactor

to

mankind. "40

Instead,

controversial statements abound concerning Ar'thur and the Line.

An

analysis of some contemporary sources and historical co1nments are

given below.

Knopwood referred to the public meeting held in Hobart Town on
22nd December 1830 to express the settlers thanks for Arthur's efforts,
and requesting he continue with his campaign.41

Support for Arthur,

except for several individual critics,42 was the initial reaction of the
colonists after the Black Line.

Twelve months later, Melville, writing a

continuing history for his 1832 Almanack, noted that the plan was not
feasible due to the nature of the country, habits and character of the

Aborigines,43 and:

now that peoples' opinions are somewhat sobered,
the illusion has passed away; and the surprise is less
H. T.C~ 1U 1211830~ p.2; for example~ where 33 prominent members of Hobart
To'w'n's :society, publicly petitioned the Sheriff to arrange a public meeting of the colonists
so that thanks could be expressed to Mhur.
39
t..?,'l·~.eCmtP<2n.I•'PJ(O~Ih"ologu.e Ill..?1-18..15,. P.L. Bro'w'n ( ed.)~ {london~
reprinted 1956), p. 108. In an undated letter of 1830, Mr.s Reid of the Clyde district, 'Wrote
to her daughterin India "'Colonel Mhur has made himself very popular bysubjec:ting
himself to all the fatigue of this bushmnging -...tar."'
40
M.e.IM.'.f'$',.!~; up.dt., 1831, p.148(\\ltiUen before the linelw'e.Scmcelled).
41
R. Knopwood, op.dl., p.568.
42
T. G. Gregson's remarks_tor example, at the public meeting of 2211211830, (H.
Melville, up..cit.., p.1 07).
4J
Mei'Ville~s Almanac:k, op.d.., 1832, p. 134.
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that failure was the result, than that anything else

could have been ever contemplated. 44
A subsequent groundswell of adverse coml"nent developed from this
period, as indicated in Melville's history, written some five years later. He
noted that at the height

•>f the ""(.juer/1/a·" war it was not easy to suggest

suitable plans. but goes on to state that ''within a few months the black
war was only recollected as a subject of ridicule."45

Somewhat selfmimportantly, George Augustus Robinson looking back
on his removal of the Aborigines from the colony wrote:

In my evidence before the Council I went so far as to
say that the whole British army could not have
effected it [ ;} at any rate the military force in the colony
could not.

The military operations to which I have

before alluded cost the Government ...

30,000

[pounds] the entire cost of the colony was ... 70,000
[pounds] ~ and the result was the capture of two
blacks.46
West does not follow Robinson's negative view but, apart from some

error of fact and doubtful statements, gives a fair account of the Black
Line.4?

His view on the unsuitability and failure of the plan is

Ibid., p. 13 5.
H. Melville,.. op..t:it._. p.1 06, for "&"'u~···war; p. 101-:subject of ridicule.
46
""Cost of Military opemtlons, 1830. Narrative by G. A. Robinson", T~
•..!Jbm"P'J"es- H>~ M.L~ A 612, Reel CV979, p.266. This is acarehilly hand'writhm
45

manuscriPt apparently pre pared 'w'it h reflection and 'w'it hout haste as opposed to
examples of hisJoumal entries.
41
for e)Qmlpie, 'With Walpole's contact, West incorrecUystal:ed the time and date as
22nd October at t-wilight West does not question Arthur's version that Walpole '1.1/'aS
ordered noUo make captures, but with his O\Yn qualification added "'unless a
considerable number could be taken». Further~ that Arthur'w"oa.S "'reporte(f".. (bywhom?}
I o:st in the Paradise area forthre e da'¥3 is unsubstantial ed byt he continuity of Mh ur's
correspondence and jo umal and lack ot cont empor.wy confirmation. He is -wrong in his
statement thai: the cmnpaign lasted one month. (J. West, op.dl.,.. Vol.ll, pp.S0-51 and 53).
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straightforward.

West correctly treats Robinson's conciliation of the

Aborigines as a personal crusade but is critical that Arthur implied the
Line was related to Robinson's work.. 48

unkempt civilian

volunteers.

and

His account of the return of the

their

subsequet"'t recounting

incidents, 49 appears factual rather than derogatory.

of

Yet these particular·

remarks have often been used by historians to slight the Black Line,50 in

developing a 'fiasco' view of that operation.

Fenton was one of the earlier historians who savaged the Black Line,
stating

"Nothing

undertaking. "51

could

surpass

the

absurdity

of this

formidable

Forsyth,5:l! Levy,5l and Jack.son,M all use the word

"fiasco" in describing the Line.

Turnbull refers to the "stupidity" of the

plan designed to "provide both rations and circuses for the people",55
while Shaw and Plomley take a similar but more moderate line using
terms such as a ''fantastic"56 and "ludicrous" operation.57 Robson allows
caustic humour to indicate his view that it was a catastrophic failure; "but
a good time was had by all the hunters".61l

Against this ur1iformity of

adverse opinion, there is a weight of contemporary and historical

J. West, op.t:i1..• Vol.ll, p.57.
49
Ibid._. p. 54.
50
E:x;am pi e:ao of using West's d escri pti on are: J. fenton.. up. cit., p. 111, (without
directly quoting West); M. C. I. levy, op.d.., p.113; C. Tum bull, OP,.d., p.120; A. G. L
Shaw, op.dt., p. 13 i.
51
J. Fenton, op.d"J p. 108.
52 W.O. Forsyth, Got•wn.w.4'th.t:r!'t.'"®l~ S)«JM:t /limDiemen"SlMd 1/l.t¥-SG,.
(Sydney, 2nd impression, 1970}, p.26.
53
M. C. I. Levy.. op.d.,. p.112.
54
S. W. Jackson, op.d!._, p.66.
53
c. Tuml:wll, op.d.• p.123.
66
A G. l. Shaw~ "Historical Introduction», l'mll-t>mm:l' Lanu[A~at:i··Op~~~1
(Hobart, 1971), 4th p.
57
G. A. Robinson, op.d.,. p.31, Plomley':s Prelude to the journal.
58
L Robson, ..~frutm;e··ot T~ t:w'tm'le ~ t~L1femm"S i.mdlromlhe Emliesl
Timeslo 1855,; (Mell:wume, 1983), JL220.
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argument which favours an Arthurian view, that although the Black Line
failed in its immediate military aim, it directly contributed to Arthur's long
term goal,59 as it aided Robinson in gaining the surrender of the
Aborigines. and their removal from the settled areas.

Paragraph 5 of Government Order No. 13 of 26th November,so
implied that the capture of the thirteen Aborigines during the Line was
part of a CO'"'ordinated strategy, which in fact it was,61 and marked the
commencement of the succession of surrenders to Robinson. His journal
indicates the inter·~relationship between the Black Line and his mission,
although Aborigines passed through the cordon, they were nevertheless
<~onecious

of its magnitude.6:2

On at least three occasions during the

period of the Line, Robinson used the threat of soldiers to pressure
Aborigines into obeying him.63

Correspondence quoted by Plomley in

an editorial footnote shows that Rc)binson was acting on Arthur's
orders. M

This evidence establishes a linkage of cause and effect

between the Black Line and its assistance to Robinson in his duty, as
ordered by Arthur, to achieve Arthur's aims.

Some contemporary writers supported the view that r.\obinson'a

59 Supm..r p.54 for aim and long tetm strategic goal.

H. T. C., 2711 U 1830, p.2.: Not publi:shed in A~N,I·'Op~iovn. However, Arthur's
despatch to SirG. Murray of 111/1831 ~ ( A~ar,t··Opt'tZit'im~ op.d.,. p. 24 6), claims a direct
linkage ot the Black: line and Robinson's mission.
61
Su~., p.29and p.64.
62
G.A. Robinson, op.d...,. p.211. Forexample,lug.ger.ne.mene.ner':s description of
herself and five males escaping from inside the cord on, and hercomments on the
:strength and organizal:i on {firesJof the Briti:s h fore e:s. For Robins on's comment on the
imp ossibliity of the Black line capturing Aborigines, p. 281.
63
Ibid.,. p.261, (111 111830); p.263,(211 111830); p.280,(2111111830}.
64 Ibid.,.. p.4 35, footnote 6. letters are: Fnmkland (acting M Mh ur's chief-of-staff on
the line), to Robinll'on, 711 011830; RobinsonJs letter to his 'Wife, 6/1011830 and
Ro binsori:s rep orl: of february 18 3 1.
60
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success was attributable to the Black Line.

Melville referred to the

Aborigines being frightened by the operation. 65

Darwin was more

specific, and using a hunting analogy wrote: "the natives, understanding
this kind of warfare, were terribly alarmed ... Shortly afterwards thirteen
came in ... Subsequently ... the whole [surrendered)".66

Jorgenson is

definite that "The success afterwards of Mr. G. A. Robinson was safely
(Jorgenson's emphasis] attributable to the formation of the Line ... But for
that demonstration Mr. Robinson could not have allured the Blacks to
follow him."&; Bonwick., writing with contemporary knowledge, stated that
although the Line was a failure, "its indirect advantages were great; as

the Natives were showrt the formidable resources of Government. ''68

Recent histories by Ryan and Reynolds, in which minor errors do not
detract from their theme,s!l support Arthur's position. Ryan writes that the
Line dislodged the Oyster Bay tribe mak.ing Walpole's contact possible.
Further "Despite ridicule 11·om the local press, the Line achieved its
objective in dearing the settled districts of the Aborigines".

In this

statement, Ryan takes into account Robinson ·s captures in the following
years. 70

Reynolds, on the other hand, stated that the Line failed,71 but

the Aborigines did not understand that, because of the strain it imposed
H. Melville, op.ci!., p. 105.

c. Darw1n,

Jo.tll'ntllQ/Reseli/f:hesinlfl theNNUM!Iiis!Qf)•'8f'idG'eolotl,l•'of.the
'We.ep'.e·'if7omtd lite H>~dlhduthe
C.'MllfillfldoiCBfJI. fii.?R.fiJ:; R.N.., (London, 8th ed ... 1890).. p.326. Darwin :saw a similarity
behv'een the Line and ~he great hunting-matches in India"". (p.325).
67
J. Jorgenson. op..dt., p.99.
68
J. Bon-wick~ .fiJJ.d~ p. 112.
69
L Ryan, up.cit., p.112. For eXi!lmple~ 'llffong dme for Walpole contac:hnd
im: orrectly stated t hal c: ol oni:sts ret um ed home on 3111 0118 3 0, Iea'Vin g troops a.n d field
police ~o scout the isthmus ... until the end of November'. Re·ynolds, 'llffonglystates
that .Arthur fought in Spain (H. Reynolds, op.ci!., p.SS) and that the Big River Mob
6f>

{..'Q~nes ~mtedf)lllinp lite ~-~~~edH.MS.

surrendered in "January 183l"[ac:tuallyDecelnber 1831} p.206.
70
lllid.., (Ryan)J p.112.
71
H. Reynolds, u--p.dt., p.118.
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on the colony, it would not be repeated, and without this knowledge:
It almost certainly persuaded the survivors of the war
to consider a negotiated settlement.

The populatkm

had cfv..lindled away to a few hundred. 72
Therefore, Ryan and Reynolds agree with the Arthurian view that the
Black

Line contributed to

Aborigines· to surrender.

Robinson ·a success

in

convincing

the

As they wrote only brief accounts of the Une,73

neither introduced the question of the effect of Walpole's contact on the
operation.

On the particular issue of whether Robinson's mission was a feature
of Arthur's overall strategy, Ryan concedes that he acted under Ar·thur's
orders, but in writing of Robinson's discussions with Arthur at Ross on 6th
October 1830, she changes the emphasis by portraying Arthur as
wanting Robinson to assist on the Black: Line while Robinson counters by
recommending he go to the northMeast "to capture any Aborigines that
might slip through the Une".74

Unfortunately Ryan gives no reference to

this record of conversation between Arthur and Robinson,
presumably was recorded in Robinson's letters to his wife.

which
Plomiey

simply notes "No record by Arthur of this conference has been found".?5
Either way, the argument that Robinson was working in support of
Arthur's strategic cot1cept, is confirmed. Reynolds does not comment on
Robinson in relation to Arthur's overall plans. One historian who
unambiguously does is Townsley, who wrote:
In 1830 Arthur decided on a two·pronged attack. on
ll.tld., p.51. See e.lso p.133 « •.. the prolonged 'violence of the Black War pro'vided
... the n ec esswyc ondition for~ removal oft he Ta.:smanians.""
73
l.Ryan, op..r;i(. pp.110-112,andH.Re~olds, up.dl., pp.117··119.
74
ltitJ.., (Ryan)~ p.145.
15
G.l-\. Robinson, op.cit., p.4351 footnote 6.
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the aborigines problem.

He decided on an all out

campaign involving both military and civilian forces
to munduup the black: natives...

As a corollary he

sought out a man who would communicate with the
natives and persuade them [to surrender). 76

In assessing the two extreme historical theories on the Black Line, the
short term 'fiasco' or longer term Arthurian view, it is conceded, that as
Arthur's military aim was not achieved, it was

a

failure.

But by definition

of fiasco, it was not an ignominous failure, and while it might have been
discreditable or humiliating to the civilian deserters, this did not apply to
Arthur or the military.77

From the scale of the failure, some argue the

Line was a fiasco, but with Walpole's contact site (see Figure 12), being
less than 25 kilometres from East Bay Neck, Arthur came reasonably
close to achieving some success.

Bec~use

of the meticulous planning

and execution of all its phases, the term 'fiasco' is totally inappropriate.
Under the

circumstances,

where Arthur

had virtually

no options

remaining for the military arm of his two pronged strategy, the failure of
his short term military aim is balanced by the Black Line contributing to
his longer term goal.

W. A. To\dnsley~ T~il fi'.rm"t Glim?,l•' to Sl.fl!ehood lBil!l-!915; (Hobart~ 19911.
p.31'
7'1
Tl:teM&"qusie/Jit.Yinmtt,1~ op.t:il.,. p.651,(fiasco)and p.868(ignominous).

M
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CHAPTER 8

Coru:luaion

The history of the British Army in the

counter~insurgency

campaign to

1830, while being a continuum, breaks down into two distinct phases.
Initially the Army was employed as an auxiliary force, supporting the civil
power in the police districts.
Black. Line.

This was followed by the military dominated

In both, George Arthur played the pivotal role, first as

lieuterlantw,Governor, and then as a colonel, commanding the force in the
field. An understanding of factors contributing to history of the period is
assisted by appreciating influences that affected Arthur's decisions. The
British troops, with their strengths and weaknesses were supporting
players in a drama dominated by Arthur.

Because of Arthur·'s virtual independence of military command and
absolute control of the civil administration, he was able to direct a co..
ordinated
resources.

campaign

against the Aborigines involving all

available

The British troops under his command were not trained for

small scale bush patrols, but he blended their efforts with the para··
military forces under supervision of the magistrates in the police districts.
Tensions developed as Army patrols came under civilian control and
often command.

Despite the soldiers' ability being questioned by
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settlers, Arthur's campaign was not subjected to any great criticism.

The Aborigines involved in their desperate war of survival developed
into successful guerilla fighters being forced to increase their raids on
settlers' huts to obtain essential supplies.

Unable to effect conciliation,

Ar1hur reacted by increasing the scale of operations against the
Aborigines.

Garrisons ir1 the Interior were strengthened, roving parties

established, and in 1828, martial law declared. In the same year, Arthur
appointed George Augustus Robinson to administer the Aborigines on
Bruny Island. By 1830, Arthur was convinced that the long term solution
to the Aboriginal problem lay in a dual strategy of conciliation in the tribal
lands together with military pressure to expel them from the settled areas.
The Aboriginal raids reached their height in August 1830, and short of a
war of extermination, Arthur, with the settlers' support, took the only
remaining option, to mount a major military of·fensive to capture the
natives. The outcome was the Black. Une, which was the climax of the
counter-insurgency campaign.

The Black:

Une was a military operation with Army officers

commanding field police and the civilian force, raised by let(,y en nutst:J"'e,
a reversal of the situation where the Army aided the civil power.

This

sweep and cordon operation, involving some 2000 men, took: place from
the 7th October to 25th November 1830.

It included about 550 troops

from three regiments, who, now being under command of their own
company officers and N.C.O.'s performed creditably as opposed to the
civil forces' performance involving desertions and low morale.

Controversy amongst contemporary writers and historians has

developed over aspects of the Stack Line, particularly that Arthur was
foolish to have planned such an operation, sometimes called a 1iasco',
Such comments ignore that action had to be taken, and the Black Line
was the only acceptable plan in a narrow range of options.

With its

meticulous planning and execution, and four Aboriginal casualties, it was
not a fiasco, but considering Arthur's military aim, it was a failure.

As the

Black: Line directly contributed to the success of the conciliatory arm of
the dual strategy, conducted by Robinson under Arthur's direction, it is
argued that it played a decisive part in the overall strategy. Distortions of
fact concerning the Line by Arthur, contemporary writers, and by
historians, are noticeable.

To the British regiments involved, this campaign is restricted
passing references in some regimental histories, and for the British Army

it has been long forgotten.

The Black: Line deserves rememberi119 by

Australian military historians as the largest warlike operation in the
continent prior to the defence of northern Austral itt in 1942.

For

Tasmanians, a universal consciousness has developed concerning the
treatment of the original Tasmanians, yet little is known of the long and
bitter war which is a part of our colonial history.
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Map of the Police Districts.
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Figure 8: Map of areas in which martial law did not apply to
Aborigines, November 1828.

Tribal boundaries in re~ation to settled districts, 1820s
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CLASH

I 8.3 0
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,L;,cations of reported incidents Jan. -June, 1830
•

Van Diemen's Land Company properties.

Figure 9: Maps:
(a) Comparison of tribal lands and settled areas late 1820's.
(b) Sites of Aboriginal attacks January-June 1830.
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Comparison of Aboriginal and British populations.

Year

lluh/dwelling!l

I Juts/dwellings

set on fire

plundt•rf.'d

~rean:>d

Sh('('p

Cattle ~rt·ared
killed, dlsl"'rscd

Firearms/
ammunition
token FR/AM

llorscs kii!C'd

killed, dlsl"'rscd

Crops and stacks
destroyed (doc<
not include crot,
in barns dt"$troyed
·by burning)

1824----------2-------------- -~- ----------- o------------o ---------------o-------------o-------_______o_____ -1825
1826
1827
1828
1829
1830
1831

I
I
2
8
5
8
2

7
13
21
63
74
113
26

I
5
4
8
10
20
14

1
0
0
I
2
0
I

1
0
1
5
2

0
0
0
4
0
2
0

4
0

0
0
0
2
I
0
0

!,,:

Year

Flour

Tea

Sugar

(P)

(T)

(5)

Potatoes
(PT)

Blankets

Bedding

Clothing

Knives

Food (general)

(OL)

(BD)

(CL)

(KN)

(FIJ)

1824 "(i) ------ -------------------------------------1825 (2)
1826 (5)
1827 (12)
1828 (27)
1829(37)
1830 (55)
1831 (15)

Year

I

I

2
S
7
14
27
5

3
4
11
16
3

Landowner's

killed/wounded
1824
1825
1826
1827
1828
1829
1830
1831

2

3
5
13
3
12
10

2
I

2
3
6

5

14
27
5

2

2
10
19
24
I

I

Servants
killed/wounded

Others
killed/wounded

8
12
27
47

58

7

74
62
21

I
2
2

-~---

----- "1"" ------- .. -------------------

I

2
I

I
I

S

I

2

4

5

3

7

17
II
3

7
13
2

7
12
I

6
13
4

Attackedspeared

3
3
5
20
42
49
46
20

Attackedwaddles

Attacked·
stones

3
I
6
5
8
9

14

4

Persons
harrassed

3
4
13
26
63
5
4

34

57
25

Figure 11: Statistical tables of results of Aboriginal raids, 1824-1831.
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Figure 13: Lieutenant-Governor Arthur's itinerary 4th-20th October
1830.
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Extract from aders of 251h October 1830 showing
diag-ams of "Abattis" and "Palisade".
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Figure 16:

Scott's rough pfan of movement for ctlve 2nd-6th
November 1030.
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Figure 17: Scott's sketch map of advance to Lines KIL of 17th-20th
November 1830.

